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Meeting Secretariat A Thrill For Winner
Of Miss Wheelchair Title
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In Our 96th Year

_

Wanda Rolfe's big brown eyes crackled
Taylor was Miss Rolfe's escort.
with excitement as she talked about a
The nine contestants were judged 30 per
bonus she got for having been chosen Miss
cent on appearance, 30 per cent on perWheelchair Kentucky last Saturday
sonality and 40 per cent on personal acevening.
complishment, the same formula that will
Not everybody gets to meet
apply in the national pageant. In addition
Secretariat, you know," bubbled the 19to the right to represent Kentucky in
year-old Murray State University junior in
Columbus, Miss Rolfe was also aswarded a
rehabilitation counseling.
wardrobe valued at $250, a $250 U. S.
But on the return trip to her home in
Savings Bond and the gift of a weekend at
Murray from the Eastern Kentucky
any Kentucky state park.
Comprehensive Rehabilitation Center al - Much of the promotion of the Miss
'Melina in Johnson County where the
Whtelchair American Pageant will be
pageant was held, she got to stop at
focused on Miss Rolfe and state winners
Claiborne Farm near Paris to rub the nose
from Ohio and Utah. They will be followed
of the famous Thoroughbred that won
closely through the pageant both for
racing's Triple Crown in 1973.
publicity this year and for future
"Somebody who found out how much I % promotions.
like horses took the initiative and arranged
Miss Rolfe, a partial paraplegic as a
the visit," she explained, then added a
result of injuries sustained in an
quick quip. "You might call it a fringe
automobile accident in September of 1972
benefit."
during her senior year at Murray High
As the winner last weekend of the first
School, is already planning a schedule that'
Miss Wheelchair Kentucky Pageant ever
will keep her plenty busy next year. She
held in Kentucky, Miss Rolfe will advance
will appear at the Kentucky State Fair in
to the four-year-old Miss Wheelchair
Louisville Aug. 18 and later at the
America Pageant in Columbus, Ohio, Sept.
Bluegrass Fair in Frankfort and the Apple
26-28 against 'contestants representing
Festival in Paintsville, with scheduling for
More than 30 r2ther states. She was
numerous other _eventayel to be arLabBIKL.
sponsored by Maray State in the state
Even though the outlook is a bit hectic
pageant and will be again in national
for her year's reign, the zest for living
competition.
demonstrated by Miss Rolfe since her
Miss Rolfe, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
injury is an undeniable indicator that she
'Timmy Rickman, was crowned by Ben F.
will be more than a match for whatever
Coffman, assistant superintendant of
lies ahead.
public instruction, who heads the Bureau
Despite her injury and subsequent
Wanda Rolfe — Miss Wheelchair Kentucky
of Rehabilitation in the Kentucky
(See Wanda, Page 5)
Department of Education. The pageant
was sponsored by the rehabilitation center
and the Junior Woman's Club from nearby
Paintsville. A pretty brunette brimming with enthusiasm, Miss Rolfe admits she was
nervous when faced with her question
- about the work she is doing to eliminate
--7
-7774rchi1ecturtiT -barriers as the pageant
wound to a climax.
and Donald K. Slayton wore regular cloth
"We wish you the best ever," Leonov
SPACE ENTER,Houston(AP)— Apollo
"Really, I have no idea\what I said —
replied."Our next meeting will be beckon
flight suits.
and Soyuz, nearing the end of the joint
I've tried to think back but I keep getting a
the ground."
'We're undocked and we are stationphase of their mission, undocked today
blank,"she confessed as she flashed one of
The five spacemen shared their feelings
keeping." Stafford announced'as the.two
and then linked up again in a successful
her frequent smiles. "But somebody told
_ and hopes about the flight in a 30-minute
craft undocked.
test of the Soxiet craft's ability to execute
Apollo
separation,
me later it was a pretty good answer.''
news conference televised to eatth Friday.
the
After
the hookup.
maneuvered into position between the sur
They answered questions submitted by
She was accompanied to the pageant by
The American ship had been the active
and Soyuz to create an artificial eclipse for
newsmen covering the mission in Houston
Jan Purdom, also of Murray, a fellow
vehicle on the initial latchup Thursday and
the cosmonauts.
and Moscow.
student and close friend, who Miss Rolfe
today's successful dock completed one of
They talked of a new age of cooperation
As the eclipse was created, the TV picsays was "not only a companion but a
the major goals of the flight — the total
ture from Apollo showed a black shadow
in space, of factories in space, of inconsultant on all matters."
testing of a common docking mechanism
gradually grow across the center of Soyuz.
ternational voyages to the planets and of a
Mrs. Robbie Halcomb Leech, Miss
that in the future could be used on a space
hope for peace among all men.
The cosmonauts photographed the eclipKentucky in 1971, served as the mistress of
rescue mission.
Stafford set the tone for the conference
se with special film to perhaps provide
ceremonies and featured entertainer.
Astronauts and cosmonauts later in the
when he talked of a new era of space
scientists with information about the solar
Rebecca Head of Lexington was the first
day disengage for good and drift apart to
cooperation between the two leading
corona,the sun's atmosphere of gases.
runnerup and Rita Whitt Weber of
end the joint phase of a flight which the
spacefaring nations.
The spaceships won't come home right
Raceland was the second runnerup in the
Russian commander termed "only the
conduct in-How that era will go depends on the
competition while Wilma VanlanduighaM
beginning of a great human journey into -away, but will stay aloft to
experiments.
commitments
and faith of the peoples of
scientific
dependent
Congeniality.
Miss
chosen
was
of Van Lear
outer space."
the two countries," he said.
The cosmonauts are to return to earth
Escorts were Junior Naval ROTC cadets
"We have contact," American comLeonov declared the joint flight was
Monday and the astronauts on Thursday.
from Johnson Central High School. Greg
mander Thomas P. Stafford reported as
made possible "in the climate of detente"
The spacemen had their official
the two ships came together 140 miles over
and termed it "only the beginning of a
farewells Friday after a day of shuttling
Europe.
great
human journey into outer space."
back and forth between one another's
A television picture from the Apollo
Slayton said that through space flight
an
neighbors
in
like
friendly
spaceships
shuddering
vehicles
Warm and humid through Sunday, with
the
showed
craft
men of many lands could gain a greater
apartment house. They performed exa chance of scattered thundershowers,
briefly when the linkup was made.
sense of understanding and cooperation.
periments, exchanged gifts and dined
mainly in the afternoon and evening.
Cosmonauts Alexei Leonov and Valeri
In his final remarks before hatch
together.
Highs today and Sunday in the upper 80s to
Kubasov donned space suits fOr the undock
closing, Stafford said, "I am sure that this
Just before the hatches were closed for
low 90s. Lows tonight near 70.
and redock maneuvers as a precautionary
flight will open the way to further cooperthe last time on the tunnel connecting the
Winds southerly near 10 miles per hour
measure. The Russians have made this a
ation and friendship between our countwo ships, Stafford, the American comtoday and tonight.
practice during critical flight maneuvers
tries.
Let the things that went on in our
Soviet
comtold
Leonov,
the
mander,
killed
in
were
cosmonauts
Outlook for Monday, warm, with a chanthree
since
flight
be a good thing for both our peomander:
ce of scattered thundershowers.
Soyuz ll in 1971 because of sudden cabin
ples."
"I'm sure we've opened up a new era in
Precipitation chances 50 per cent today,
depressurization.
the history of man."
40 per cent tonight and Sunday.
Astronauts Stafford, Vance D. Brand

Apollo And Soyuz Successfully
Undock, Linkup Again In Test

One Section — 12 Pages

Miller Named As
Head Basketball
Coach For Tigers
Cary Miller, a former Murray High
student and graduate of Murray State
University, has been named head
basketball coach at Murray High by the
Murray Board of Education to replace
Bobby Toon who resigned earlier this
Miller will come to Murray from Auburn
High School in Rockford, Ill., where he has
been an assistant in the basketball
program for ,the past five years. Howard
Long, head basketball coact at Auburn,
highly recommended Miller fort the
Murray post, saying,"he has served all of
us well at Auburn,...and has a bright_
professional future.",
Miller, age 29, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claud L. Miller of Murray and is married

to the former Marilyn Hopkins, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hopkins, also of
Murray. The couple has three children:
Cary II, age 9, Mark, age 6, and Amy, age
2"2.
The school board, which was meeting in
special session Friday,'also approved a
$1.6 million budget for the 1975-76 school
year. The budget calls for a local school
tax rate of 57.1 cents per $100 evaluation,
an identical tax rate to last year. Supt.
Fred Schultz said the board had the option
of faising the tax rate by .7 cents but
decided to leave the rate the same as 197475.
final-action, the board voted to cancel
its regularly scheduled meeting of July 24.
The next meeting of the board will be held
Thursday, August 14.

Stuart To Be At Library
For Autographs, Review
short stories, and poems. He and his wife
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky author and poet,
Naomi have one daughter, Jane, who is
will be at the Calloway County Public
fast becoming one of America's betterLibrary Tuesday, July 22, at 7:30 p. m.
known authors. Her latest book Land-of the
Mrs. Helen Hodges, known over-1a large
Fox had excellent reviews nationwide.
area for her dramatic reviews, will
Mrs. Hodges and her husband Harlan
present a "Portrait of Jesse Stuart" and a
reside on Kentucky Lake in Calloway
brief dramatization of his book God's
County. Her presentations of Stuart's work
Oddltn&'
_
have delighted audiences many,times over
Stuart is teaching short-story writing in
the past decade.
the ,Jesse Stuart_ Creative Writing
Immediately following the program
Workshop currently being held at Murray
books may be bought and autographed by
State University. His latest book ThirtyStuart—.
Two.Votes Before Breakfast is a series of
"All fans of Jesse Stuart and Helen
short stories on politics with the setting in
Hodges are invited to attend the program
his beloved Kentucky hill country. Stuart
is the recipient of mahy literary awards.- being held in the main area of the library,"
said Margaret l'revathan.
and his works include biographies, fiction,

Warm and Humid

STUART WRITING WORKSHOP — Four Calloway countians are among students
enrolled in the Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University. They are: Hazel Jones (seated), an employee of South Central Bell
Telephone Co.; and (standing, left to right) Kenneth Lynn, Cheryl Brown, and Will
Ross, all students at Murray State. They are shown with Stuart (seated), the Kentucky author and poet known around the world for his writings, and Lee Pennington, associate professor of English at Jefferson Community College in
Louisville. They are enrolled in Pennington's Poetry course, one of five offered in
the three-week workshop which ends July 25.

Optimism That Nationwide Postal
Strike Can Be Averted Is Growing

WASHINGTON (AP) — Optimism is
growing that a nationwide postal strike
can be avoided, but the Postal Service has
plans ready for using troops if necessary to
move the mails.
Meanwhile, railroad industry and union
negotiators reached a tentative agreement
Friday on a new contract, which apparently ends the possibility of another
.crippling strike.
The head of the largest of the four postal
unions, Francis Filbey, said chances of a
nationwide walkout at midnight Sunday have dropped to less than 10 per cent.
"I'm much more optimistic than I was 24
hours ago," said Filbey, president of the
250,000-member American Postal Workers
Union. "I would expect that by Sunday
night we'd come close enough to an agreement to extend (the present contract for a
week or so."
The chief federal mediator, W.J. Usery
Jr., said, "I believe we can achieve an
agreement without a postal strike. Both

ROLLER DERBY ACTION — The first roller derby ever to be held at a county fair was presented at the Murray-Callovi.o
Coynty Jaycee Fair Friday night. The lath annual fair will end tonight with the traditional tractor pull, with a 1971 Datsun
automobile to be given away at about ten p.

TODAY'S INDEX
One Section Today
Local Scene. .
Dear Abby ,
Horoscope...
Opinion Page.
IrtfirliTeaThers
Sports ^
Comics,Crossword
Classifieds
Deaths& Funerals

2,3
2
2
4
8,7
8,9
10
10,11
5

sides would like very much to reach an
agreement because a strike would have a
very, very serious effect on the economy."
However, Usery said, "There are still a
lot of serious, difficult issues to be
resolved."
Two major issues, continuation of the nolayoff clause demanded by the unions and

management's right to dictate work rules,
remained a problem,sources said.
A strike by the 600,040 postal workers
"would be very serious to every American
because every American uses the mail service. It would lead to a point that immediate action would have to be ta ken.Usery said.

1
WIRE NUMBER ONE — Die Murray Little league,
son the District, -loarnament
Fiidas night I% ripping Mayf d Eastern too storms
will be playing at Henderson nest Thursday. Here, Scott Hill of the Murray Stars
holds up the victory finger. Story and m'ortrphotos are on page eight of today's
_Murray ledger & Times.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday, July 19
Nature's Rainbow, slide show
and discussion of wildflowers
and birds, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
sponsor a country ham breakfast at the Hardin Center with
serving to start at seven a. m.

Tuesday, July 2 2
Afternoon Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at two p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens Crafts
Day will be at Dexter Community Center at nine a.m.

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority will
meet at the home of Loretta
Barbecue and fish fry, Jobs at six p.m.
sponsored by Willing Workers
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Club of Hazel, will be held at
Chestnut Grove A. M. E. at the Health Center at seven
Church, starting at nine a.m. p.m.

Franklin Family of Mayfield
will present a gospel program
for the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens at the
Ellis Center, Murray, at seven
p. m. No admission will be
charged.
Sunday, July 20
Murray Chapter Parents
Without Partners will have a
'family outing with each to bring
a sack lunch at the Murray City
Park at two p. m.
Naturalist in Land Between
the Lakes will lead a walk to
discover summer wildflowers
starting at the Center Station at
six p. m.
Murray-Calloway County
Foster Parents Association will
meet at 2:30 p. m. at the
Department
for
Human
Resources office at 203 South
..6th Street.

Quota Club will meet at
Triangle Inn at noon.

Wednesday, July 23
Lesson on Hong Kong Stools
will be at nine a.m. at Murray
City Park and if raining at Ellis
Community Center.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
a.m.
Community Center on North
2nd Street will open at one p.m.
for Senior Citizens.
Softball practice for Senior
Citizens will be at Calloway
County High School field from
eight to ten a.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.

-

Northside Baptist Church
its annual --homecominii,
with
th the GoSpel Jubilee Quarte
of Hopkinsville as special
guests for the day.

Spinning
and
Dyeing
Workshop, Karen Boyd, instructor, will be at Empire
Farm in Land Between the
Lakes.'

Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Monday, July 21
the Oaks Country Club with
West Fork Baptist Women
Reva Shelton, phone 753-7935, as
will meet at the home of
hostess.
Elizabeth Smith at 7:30 p. m.
Ladies day-luncheon will
Alateen will meet at AA Hall
served at the Murray Country
at seven p. m.
Club with Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey as chairman of the
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
hostesses. Golf will be at nine
the Mental Health Center at
a.m. with Mrs. Royal Kain as
7:30 p. m.
chairman.
Community
Nursing
Education for nurses will be
held in the conference room of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 7:30 p. m. with
Roger Neal Tanner and Mrs.
Reva Shelton as speakers.

Aidstin Home-Js
Scene Of Party
For Couple

Serendipity Stroll will start at
The home of Dr. and Mrs.
Center Station in land Between Clegg Austin was the scene of a
the Lakes at six p. m.
champagne party held in honor
of Miss Diana Boone and Dennis
Humane Society will meet at Lane who will be married July
United Campus Ministry at 7:30 .19 at six p. m.
p.m."
The hosts and hostesses for
the event were Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Chapter of National
Don Hunter, Mr. and Mrs.
SecretariesAssociation (InCharles Homra, Mr. and Mrs.
ternational) will have a salad
John Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
potluck at the Ellis Community
Landolt, M. and Mrs. Cal
Center on Ellis Drive at seven
Luther, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
p.m. Members are urged to
glohnson, and Miss Martha
bring guests.
Tibbs.
Miss Boone chose to wear an
La Ceche League will meet at
eight p.m. at 1403 Glendale. For orange party dress and was
information call Mrs. Darling, presented a corsage of daisies
phone 753-8791, or Mrs. Foster, as was her grandmothers. Mrs.
0. B. Boone, Sr., and Mrs. Ward
phone 753-5963.
Fuller, and mother of the
Tuesday, July 22
groom-elect, Mrs. Norman
Historical auto drive will be in Lane. They along with the
LBL to start at South In- groom-elect, and the fathers of
formation Station at ten a.m. the bridal couple, were in the
receiving line to meet the guests
Ellis Center will open at 10:30 on the patio of the lovely home.
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
Delightful refreshments were
Ruth Ferguson to give lesson on served from the beautifully
"Hair Pin Lace" at 10:45 a.m., appointed table and the hosts
lunch at noon, monthly clean-up and hostesses presented the
at one p.m , and table games or couple with a special animal
shuffleboard at 1:30 p.m.
print as a gift.

Cutchin And Londcin Vows
Read In Church Ceremony

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,JULY 20, 1975
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,eV
what your outlook is, according
Better to have tried and not
to the stars.
succeeded than not to have tried
at all. Yours is a do-it, and do-itwell Sign, and that should charARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Ir4r4 acterize your actions now.
A day in which to avoid SAGITTARIUS
making hasty decisions and (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 316140
More than a few advantages
impossible demands. In other
respects, you should have for you who look, and look
again, and take small ones if
smooth sailing.
they come first, not waiting
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tief' always for big ones.
Some complex situations CAPRICORN
By Abigail Van Buren
indicated, but don't be anxious. ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WV
0 11176 Dv CAlcogo Tribune-N.Y. News Synd., Inc.,
If annoyed or frustrated do
Your innate competence and
something
refreshing like
proficiency in handling the
unexpected should see you working with your hands.
DEAR ABBY: I am the plant manager of a large
Exercise will relieve tension.
through.
industrial company employing over 3,000 men, and their
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
safety is my concern.
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 14; •n'ket
11
4
*
21)
(May
22
to
June
Enclosed is a letter that, I am told, appeared in your
More quiet than you have had
A stimulating day! You'll get
column about 10 years ago.
lately will help you achieve
a kick out of unfamiliar
How much would you charge us to reprint this letter in
what you planned for this day.
surroundings, new acquainour company paper? It could prevent accidents and perhaps
At least YOU can remain calm
tances,
getting a good look at
save Its. Respectfully,
even if others are overly excited
some truly -unusual life styles.
CHICAGOAN
today.
CANCER
PISCES
The column:
(June 22 to July 23) 4,
0 (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
"DEAR ABBY: I am one of those foolish wives who
Get out and mix with people
Planetary aspects advise the
insisted that my husband wear his wedding ring at all
now. A chance remark heard-at usual
preparations for familiar
times. My husband is a maintenance mechanic, and this is
a social gathering could give matters, and
the cautions you
what happened. Yesterday, I received a call informing me
you a splendid idea.
know are best for YOU in
that my husband was at the hospital! While jumping off a
LEO
unknown tries. Curb your restconstruction truck, he caught his ring on a piece of metal,
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
lessness.
and his finger was practically torn off. I was told he was
Some contention in family
lucky he wasn't killed since he lost his balance and fell under
circles possible. Intervene
the wheels of the truck.
YOU BORN TODAY are
where common sense dictates— endowed with great artistry, a
"Abby, please print this in your column as a warning to
but cautiously, tactfully!
other women who want their husbands to wear their
fine mind and a willingness to
VIRGO
wedding rings to work.
work hard to reach your goals.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPII. You are a person of high ideals,
AL'S WIFE
Let others "be themselves." with built-in magnetism and a
"DEAR WIFE: Thank you for your letter. And while
The Virgoan is usually a most strong feeling for tradition. You
we're on the subject, read this one:
can he swayed-by kindness anlialb
trying to dominate "others, but reason, but one has little suc:.
"DEAR ABBY: When my husband and I were married
such inclinations prevail now. cess in trying to push you
we had a double-ring ceremony, and he promised he would
LIBRA
without valid cause. You can •
never take his wedding ring off. And he never did. After a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
achieve notable success as an •
few tears he gained a little weight and couldn't get it
.off.
Your planets combine to hoist entertainer, designer, painter,
My husband was an electrician.
up
the flag of high progress and writer or physician. Ilirthdate
"Well, to make a long and very tragic story short, his
stalwart action. You should be of: Francesco Petrareh, Ital.
wedding ring wore a tiny hole through his insulated glove
able to make a deep, lasting poet; Natalie Wood, film .ac,and a fatal contact was made. He died instantly. When his
lifeless body was exatilIn(l.d, the only sign of injury was a impression—where it counts! tress.
small burn where his wedding ring encircled his finger.
ELECTRICIAN'S WIDOW

1

Rings a Deadly Show of
Affection
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"SO.. dear wife, if your husband works around machines
or electricity, tell him to leave ALL rings at home- if you
really love him, that is.
"Rings and other types of jewelry for women and men
working with machinery and electricity are a major problem
in industry. Sentiment is a poor excuse for wearing a ring
when it can cause the loss of a finger, hand, arm or even a
Life."
DEAR CHICAGOAN: Be my guest. No charge. (P.S.
And the same goes for any other company that would find it
useful.)
DEAR ABBY: When a man and his wife have both
broken the marriage vows through adultery and want to
start over again and keep their marriage vows sacred, do
they have to get married again?
Wouldn't they be living in an adulterous relationship if
they lived together as man and wife after having broken
their marriage vows?
When a vow is broken, what can be done to make it right
again?
BROKEN VOWS
DEAR BROKEN: Though adultery has been committed,
the marriage is still considered legal and valid in the eyes of
God and man. However, if a couple wants to start fresh, I
think renewing their marriage vows is an excellent idea.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed. stamped )20t) envelope

Church Fellowship Hall Scene
Of Shower For Regina Lovett
Miss Regina Lovett, August
23rd bride-elect of R. Keith
Bohler, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned shower
held at the fellowship hall of the
Palestine United Methodist
Church on Friday, July 11, at
7:30 p. m.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion were Mrs.

Fuqua Hopkins, Mrs. Derwood
Lovett, Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, and
Mrs. J. C. McDaniel.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a lovely trousseau
costume and was presented a
money corsage, gift of the
hostesses. He first gift was from
her mother, Mrs. Thomas
Lovett, which was a long stem
red rosebud symbolizing the
love from mother to daughter.
Miss Lovett opened her many
lovely and useful gifts which
had been placed on a table
covered with a white cutwork
cloth - and centered with an
arrangement of yellow daisies
in a basket, hand crafted by
Mrs. McDaniel, who presented
it to the honoree as a gift.
Games were played and
refreshments of yellow punch
and cakes, iced in white with
yellow roses, were served buffet
style at the table overlaid with a
white cloth and centered with a
bridal centerpiece.
Miss Amy Lovett, sister of the
bride-elect, registered the
guests.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
S

-
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FOR MONDAY,JULY 21, 1995

Look
the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
what your outlook is, according
Stress your first-rate inito the stars.
tiative and all-around capability now. Pay no heed to interfering persons. Consider the
ARIES
production of that top effort a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
challenge.
You should be full of bright SAGITTARIUS
ideas now; ready, willing and (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
able to carry them out. Fine
Personal relationships now
stellar influences stimulate governed by exceptionally good
ambitions and incentive.
influences. A fine day for
TAURUS
holding conferences, meeting
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
with others to negotiate plans
Indicated now: Fine op- -for the comntonegood.
portunities for advancing your CAPRICORN
status, new means toward the - --(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
attainment of worthwhile obYou should enjoy a lively
jectives. Stress discretion and feeling of usefulness and procaution, however.
gressiveness. Keep eyes on
target and don't be sidetracked
GEMINI
9 to your disadvantage.
(May 22 to June 21) 11.
Some persons may try to put AQUARIUS
over dubious schemes, but the ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't become flustered over
Geminian is usually above such
tactics. Nevertheless, be care- "cloudy" situations. You, good
ful not to fall into a trap. Some judgment should tell you how to
dandy advantages otherwise. cope. ALSO, your delightful
sense of humor!
CANCER
PISCES'
(June 22 to July 23)
Here is a spot for you to ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20 I
Investigate whatever may
outpoint those who are careless
your interests, but
stimulate
or do not reckon with connew
tingencies — which the true don't "go overboard" on a
proposition without looking
C,ancerian usually does.
beneath the surface.
LEO
44t
12
23)
Aug.
to
24
( July
YOU BORN TODAY are
Splendid prospects in sight. clever and talented; sensitive
Even if results are not im- and artistic. Extremely vermediately forthcoming, good satile, there are many fields in
efforts will make a favorable
which you could shine, but you
impression, hasten reward.
MUST learn to control periods
VIRGO
during which
RP% of restlessness
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
you scatter your energies, thus
Leave nothing to chance. hindering accomplishment You
Stress your innate meticu- have a keen sense of, humor
lousness for detail and ac- which, at times, borders on the
curacy. In discussions, try to sarcastic. Care! In business,
persuade gently, not with force. you could excel in banking,
LIBRA
publishing or promoting; in the
professions, could succeed as a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
writer, artist or musician. You
Let some matters ride while
may have an unusual interest in
you reorganize thoughts, plans,
the occult. Birthdate of: Ernest
new methods of approach. A
Hemingway, noted Amer.
day of mixed influences — one
author; St. Philip Neri, founder
which calls for astuteness, keen
judgment.
of the Oratorians.

HE
MRS. ROBERT PAUL LONDON was the former Melinda Lou
Cutchin before her marriage on July 5 at four p. m. at the Community Christian Church, Richardson, Texas, with Dr. James
Caton officiating. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Phil Cutchin of 7817 Chattington Drive, Dallas, Texas,and granddaughter
of Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin and the late Mr. Cutchin of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Merlin London of Stillwater,
The bride,- given in marriage by her father, wore a wedding _
gown of re-embroidered lace on organza with seed pearls with her
veil of illusion attached to a lace cap. Her bouquet was of gar- ,
denies. Her attendants were Miss Mary Ann Petter, Houston,
Te7ais, maid of honor, Miss Kathleen Cook and Mtat Sarah Louis
of Dallas, Texas, bridesmaids. Their flowers were spring
nosegays.
Best man for the room was his brother 'Ferry London of
Oklahoma City, Olda. Groomsmen were Danny Husband, Grand
Prairie, Texas, and Rodney Warner, Stillwater, Okla. Ushtrs
were Malcolm Cutchin, Dallas? brother of the bride, and Larry
Luethke, Kingsport, Tenn.
Following the reception at the church the couple left for a wedding trip to a private lodge in the Rocky Mountains in Colorado.
They are residing in Dallas, Texas where the groom is presently
attending Baylor Dental College. The bride will graduate from
the University of Texas at Austin in August where she is a member of three national honor socieities She will be assistant buyer
for Sanger-Harris, large department store in Dallas.

BUTLER KAN-SUN'
Continuous Flow Grain Dryers
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The Butler Kan-Sun re-uses heat, saving you
fuel ... and money. Kan-Sun is economical
to own, and easy to operate. Let us show
you the many outstanding features of the
Kan-Sun ... and you can choose one of four
models that best fits your operation: Drying
rates from 180 to 430 bushels pet- hour.
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Contact Jim Walker,
C & S Farm Structures
Clinton, II ontocky, 502/653-4102
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KEEP PRIORITIES
STRAIGHT
Wheel the cart right by
that enticing candy section,
baked goods, cookies and
crackers. chips . and
"nibblies." Gel the good
nutrition stuff into the cart
First -- meat, vegetables,
fruits, milk, bread, and
cereals •
Doing without junk food
means more money for
nutritious foods such as
frrh ap-oduce and milk.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
A hem may be secured to the
garment either by hand stitching, machine stitching or
fusing. Hand stitching is the
traditional way and is still the
best for many hems. Machine
stitched hems are appropriate
for household items, children's
clothes and pants. A fusible web
can be used in place of hand or
machine Stitching for many
hems, It is the quickest way to
secure a hem. - Mrs. Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield.

ask

Children's author Alvin I resselt and his wife, Blossom Budney, were special guests at the
Calloway County Public library on Wednesday at ten a.m. The author and his wile read from
their own stories and Tresselt also explained the procedure in the preparation and publication
of a book. Tresselt has written forty books for children and served on the staff of Humpty Dumpty magazine. His wife is also a children's author. They are in Murray for Tresselt to be an instructor in the Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop at Murray State University. Mr. and Mrs.
Tresselt and their daughter, India, who is with them here, reside in Redding, Conn. A large number of children, parents, and teachers attended the author-reading session on Wednesday morning.
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
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Helen Spann, Past President President and past Governor of
of the Murray Quota Club, Ls the 23rd District, will be
representing Murray and presiding over the business
Kentucky at the International sessions. Calling the meetings
4orwent4.0---ef.--fieliota--In- -.40-404er .74e-the cf.5941
ternational in Honolulu, Hawaii, ringing will be Helen Spann,
Murray, and Patsy Perry,
July 11 through July 22.
Raleigh Bartlett.
Headquartered at the Hilton
Mrs. Spann has served the
Hawaiian Village, convention
Murray Club as secretary and
activities include tours of the
president for two terms. She has
islands, Pearl Harbor, and the
also served the ,district on
International Market.
-.various committees and was a
Delegates of the 23rd District
were entertained at the Don Ho voting delegate to two international conventions held in
Show on Thursday.
New York City and in Toronto,
Lynette Oliver, International
Canada.

a wedding
iris with her
was of gara', Houston,
Sarah Louis
,ere spring
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Hospital Report

Helen Spann Representing The
Quota Club At Hawaiin Meet

delinda Lou
at the CornDr. James
C. Phil Cutinddaughter
durray. The
f Stillwater,

Mrs. Jean Bordeaux Speaker
Fellowship Meet Jones.'-Horne -

1

Group H of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church met on
Tuesday, July 1, at two p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Clyde Jones.
In the absence of Mrs. Nell
Robbins, Mrs. Clyde Jones
introduced the speaker, Mrs.
Jean Bordeaux, who gave a
very interesting talk about her
trip to Spain earlier in the year.
Mrs. A. B. Austin, chairman,
presided and opened the
meeting with the fellowship
prayer.
Mrs. Guthrie Churchill,
secretary, read the minutes and
gave the offertory prayer after
the offering was received. Mrs.
Tellus McDougal gave the
service report and Mrs. Clyde

Jones gave a report on the trip
to Cane Ridge.
Plans were made for a
covered dish dinner for August
with the place to be announced
later.
Mrs. Clem Moore, Mrs. W. H.
Valentine, and Mrs. Jones
served delightful refreshments
to the eighteen members
present.
NO FUSS
If yout kitchen becomes as
busy as an expressway during
rush hour, make ice cream
filled cones and wrap in heavy
plastic. Keep them in the
freezer for quick desserts and
snacks without fuss.

CLEANLINESS IS A GREAT
ENERGY SAVER- Filters are
dirt and grime collectors and
should be kept clean. Clogged
filters will make appliances
such as furnace, air conditioner
or clothes dryer work overtime
to push the air though them. The
same principle is true of
overfill' vacuum cleaner bags.
Not only is energy wasted, but
continually overworking the
motors will shorten their life costing the homemaker an
earlier replacement. Sparkling
clean reflector pans and ovens
are less likely to waste cooking
heat. A good refrigerator and
freezer seal that keeps cold air
in, warm air out, is dependent
on clean gaskets, free from soil

and grease build-up. Other
"energy-clean" thoughts - to
get the greatest effect from
your light bulbs, keep them seethrough clean and remember,
clean windows let in more of the
sun's light and heat. - Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
Keep a plastic mitt or sandwich bag handy in .the
shortening can where it's handy
to grease a casserole or baking
pan. -Mrs. Patricia Curtsinger. Benton.
Check the refrigerator with a
An informal party for Miss Diana Boone and Dennis O'Neal Lane whose wedding will be
reliable thermometer to guide
tonight at six o'clock at the First Christian Church was held Thursday evening with
solemnized
correct cold regulation guesswork dialing may risk Mr. and Mrs. James Ransom, Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Apperson
food safety or waste electricity. as hosts at the Apperson home. Pictured,left to right, are Mrs. Ransom,0. B. Boone, Jr., Mrs. ApTemperature must not be person, Miss Boone,Mr.Lane, Mr. Purdom, Mrs. Purdom,and Mr. Apperson.
higher than 40 deg., but the
•
•
••
freezer. 114U.St West 0-deg:below. Leave the thermometer
inside each area for one hour,te4a-ve
Mrs. Mildred Potts, LaCenter.

own the

Miss Norma Kaye Wells Honored
At Shower At Community Room

ADULTS 118
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Page(Rebecca Jo),
•
olorrul
party
games
DISMISSALS
it1aster Michael D. Carr, 1710 highlighted a shower recently
Plainview Dr., Murray, Ken_ given for Miss Norma Kaye
neth ' W. Overcast, Rt. 5, Wells, bride-elect of Vernon C.
Murray; Mrs. Kathy M. Mc- Mitchell of St. Louis, Mo., at the
Callon, Fox Meadows Rt. et. Murray Savings and Loan
E6, Murray, Mrs. Mary 0. ccmimmitY room.
Richerson, Box 97, Murray, Following introductory
Mrs. Robbie L. Barnett, Rt. 6, festivities, and refreshments of
Murray, Miss Dianna L. cookies and punch, the bride
Robinson, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., opened several gifts from
Mrs. Deborah F. Barrett, Rt. 1, firends.
Box 181, Buchanan, Tn., Master For the occasion, Miss Wells
David French, Rt. 2, Big Sandy, wore a long gown of unbleached
Tn., Phillip D. Bbgard, Almo, muslin, which carried turquoise
Master James E. McCuiston,
0
Rt. 5, Murray, lVft‘Carol G
Dutton, Rt. 5, B. on, Mrs.
Pluma Ahart, Rt. 1, Almo,
Tommy D. Workman, 703 S.
9th., Murray, Maurice B. Washburn, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs_
Monico I. King, Rt. 8, Murray.
Burie V. Waldrop, 109 N. 9th.
Murray, Mrs. Mary Mae
Taylor, Rt. 1-Box 187, Puryear,

e=on

for summer
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Send Your Children to
Vacation Bible School
Crafts, Stories, Songs

July 21-25

ng- you
omical
; show
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of four
Drying
• hour.

9:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon

Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Sycamore L 15th
K=34$4===t4SC===41,C=414=A

You're not the only one who
gets licit and bothered on a
warm day. Surprise the newsboy when he comes to collect
with a cold drink or an ice
cream.

Can you sing or perform?
Volunteer to entertain at the
hospital. ill you're shy, start
with a small group in the
children:.s ward.'
•••••
Many patieats,a, hospitals
would love to receive flowers
from you. Be sure to tell your
florist to "please FTD it.- It
doesn't cost a nickel extra, and
the flowers will be sent by the
] Florists Transworld Delivery
Association network.
•••••
Be kind to less fortunati?
human beings, many .of them
elderly. who suffer from arthritis. by supporting Arthritis
Foundation. 1212 Avenue of
the Americas, New' York. N.Y,
fl
10036. which reveals that some
17.000,0(X) Americans are afflicted with this painful condition today.

0

••••••••••••••••*******
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Announcing New Ownership

:Jack and Jill
Day Care Center
Mrs, Rfn McAlister

Plus-

Owner-Director
Nutritious Lunches and Snacks, Nursery Facilities
Wants to Age 5/
1
2
753-9912, 753-9655
AM
5
PM
*107
S.
144
Olt
6.30
HOWL
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hut
prevent a hopeless
will rerriove from your clothes
the moth's favorite source
of nourishment.

When you- put away out,o(-season clothing, have them
dry-Cleaned. Dry-cleaning kills
the moth life by getting into
the seams and pockets--ideal
hiding places for the larvae.

f',...e

4..-...4..:

':*•;9:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:;: By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS -.:;...;::•:•:,:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:::

Weren't the rains of the first
of the week wonderful? You
could just see the thirsty earth
drinking in every drop. Many
larger ptants
•;•-ofthe shrubs
44414 tbeir
leaves, but after the raina they
stood up so br:ght and shiny
and healthy that it made wou
Feel good yourself.

mous variety of growing
things. From the tiny mosses
to the tallest trees there is
beauty, yet so different in size,
shape, color and appeal. I
halIN* r-kkuse.dwarf-Irwtigna.....that I love, nestling close to
the ground Then, around the
corner from them stand my
grove of pine trees that I_
cherish. They tower over the
house and bring a sweetness to
the air that is delightful
So each plant has its. attribute, something to appreciate, something to love. I
think sometimes that people
are the same way, no matter
what their exterior, there is
something kindly or sweet, if
we would just take the trouble
to 'see it. Most of us are too —
busy to take the tikne_nr_ArE.,.._.
terest to find out.
Did you know that now is the
time to plan your fall plan'
ting? You can see vapat your
yard needs or what you would
-like to do. Now while the

I had an interesting gift this
week. I have seen the "Air
Plant" before, the plant that is
used in hanging baskets. With
its narrow jonquil-like leaves
and
tiny ,new' -plants
developing at the ends of some shrubs and annuals are in
of the leaves. But this one is
bloom,faults show up that you
striped or variegated leaved
can't find in winter
and will be a beautiful plant
I know I have several
when the little ones begin to
changes to make. I can see it
grow at the ends of the foliage
now and can make a chart or
This one is small and I will
map of the changes I want to
await anxiously to see it grow
make, new plants I want to put
and develop,
in, old ones I will take out
When I see a new plant, I am
Plan these changes on paper,
always amazed at the enorit is much easier. .

Is your house
cryingfor
attention? Need
more room?
Paint peeling?

After getting t he number
you want from the information
Operator. say: ''Thank you.
Have a nice day.'

4
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Your wardrobe's enemy is
a small .raoth, no more than
three-eighths of an inch from
antenna to tail, and the larvae
which does the damage is
smaller yet. He's so small you
can't even find him with the
naked eye.

At least twice a year, empty your closets and vacuum
from floor to ceiling. Then
spray with a moth repellent.

11

U

MOTH STAY AWAY

For added protection, hang
your garments in plastic bags
and store woolen sweaters in
air-tight boxes.
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We used to think or' the
- ermwedliftrand-erribrdtifery-- hazard, but with our steam.. work on its sleeves, apron front heated homes, he has become
and pockets. Mrs.'Ilene Wells,
a year-round foe,
mother of the honoree, wore a
long beige gown sprinkled with
Moth larvae like woolens
have a Circle of coleus
pastel flowers.
best, especially spotted and
round willow toak tree
soiled - woolens. But, with
Both wore carnation corlook rather
-were be
a
proper clothing care the moth
sages, given as gifts from the
bedraggled in spite of constant
hazard can be minimized. -hostesses, who also presented
For daily cleaning up-keep
watering. Now they are lovely
The bride-elect with a clock.
of your woolen, and other
in all their brilliant colors,
Flowers for the shower were
spreading out with new
re,
given by Addie Crass, and " non-washable clothing,Spotgrowth. Nothing will,take the
move spots with K2r
hostesses for the occasion were
place of rain. No amount of
lifter. Just apply K2r. let dry
Margaret Davis and Gayle
to a fine powder. and brush..*,, watering will do quite the
Fitzgerald.
- same-thing or give quite as
Getting -to the spots when
they happen will not only
much refreshment.

)4==4X==>4)04

Mothers Do You
Nee Relief

arden Path

bleleertaa‘Jr,

To prevent thin pie crust from
breaking before it reaches the
pie plate, roll the dough on a
piece of wax paper, then invert
the paper over the pie plate and
peel the paper off of the dough.
- Mrs. Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.

Call Wally's of Draffenville
Wallace Posey Route 4, Benton

Summer sun means great
summer weekends, hut a
super weekend wardrobe
doesn't have to Mean
fortune
paying
a
Glamour's fashion editors
have mixed and matched
these five carefree pwces
from Sears totalling less
than S45. The separates
have so much versatilit
that you'll never have to
--gUentia. what to wear OD
Friday when you won't he
home until Sunday.
1 A candy stripe of-a shirt that can be worn in.
out, or tied in the sailor's..
knot shown here l Made of
cool polyester and cotton.
it's a great topper for an
elastic tube top and White
cotton pants. Bev, cl6't
forget you shad*'s and
sneakers'

2 For the gffice. team Ito'
shirt with a ilassl red
plus ..alve_great
• . lines of a white skirl
•
Accessorize with a stretch
•
heft,'necklace and bangle

3 An evening out or
anytime you want to look
bare and beautiful, take thei
skirt and tube top it White
summer pumps complete
the easy put together
These are three ways to
wear five pieces, but your
imagination can, create
even more! Button up the
cardigan and hell it over
the pants, or skirt. Try
wearing the blouse out and
hell that over the pants for
another of Glamour's
white-on looks for summer
" QUICK GRAVY
When preparing gravy for
roasted or fried chicken,
remove chicken from pan;
spoon ',off excess fat, saving
drippings. On top of range,:in
cooking pan, add on can t1B3,4
ounces) condensed cream of
chicken soup and two to four
tablespoons_ drippiags._ Heat,
-stlYring to loosen browned 7bit.s'
thin tq desired consistency with
water.. Serve with chicken
Makes about 1 , cups

Roofing
Additions
Wood Shingles
Aluminum Siding
Continuous Gutter

Call Collectfor
Free Estimate
Day.527-8586 Wed. thru-Sat.
Erening 527-7679 Anytime
We are Home Owned and Operated
Here to Serve You
When You Need Repairs

•
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Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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Guest Editorial

The Two-Dollar Bill

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

EditonaLs and opinionated articles on this page are presented fui
the purpose of providing a forma far the free exchange of differinc
opinions letters to the editor la response to echtariais eltli
opinionated articles are mourned.
The editors alf this aigj strongly believe that to limn
upizuonated articles
Which parraliel the editorial
phd4400) of this DeplIplIplr would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers Who &nal agree withan editorial stand Of
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a coTwun, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
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Unemployment Rate Falling; Slow
Personal Income Growth Predicted

Funny
Funny World

quarterly meeting held June 26, were an General Electric Corp., Dillman Rash both
SPORTS
update of the council's 1975 annual report. from Louisville, and Willis Weatherford,
Wilbert Robinson was manager of the
nectar
of
Kentucky
corn.
And
on
Americans are gearing up to
Presented by Charles G. Renfro of the president of Berea College.
old Brooklyn Dodgers when they were
University of Kentucky, the outlook shows
celebrate the nation's bicen- election day the franchise in the
They are replacing Raymond E. Bisha,
baseball's mixed-up kids. Robinson was no
that Kentucky's unemployment rate is Jahn Hardwick and Clair F. Vough, whose
slouch himself at creating confusion. Once
tennial, and we fully expect to get state was valued at $2. Any man
falling much faster than the national rate. terms have expired.
when he was coaching third base, the
our fill of wild ideas, most of could -get a crisp $2 bill for his
-There should be a fall from the 1975
Dodger batter clouted the ball over center
which will be designed to feather vote, so long as he was sober
figure of 7.35 per cent to about 5.9 per cent
field and set for a triple, a rare occurrence
the nest of those who conceive enough to walk into the voting
in 1976," Renfro said.
for a team starved for extra base hits.
booth.
them.
While manufacturing employment is
When the man pulled up to third, Robinson
But, if they come back, there
expecied to rise slightly, the main increase
Why else would a bicentennial
could not contain his delight. He dashed
will be in non-manufacturing employment,
out of the coach's box to congratulate him.
train have an exhibit—run by an are a few things about the use of
Miss Ginger Pierce was crowned as Miss
especially mining. "Mining should show a
"Nice going, kid," he said, extending his
the
$2
bill
that
must
be
rememex-circus man—that whisks
Murray-Calloway County Fair for 1965 in
significant gain in employment in 1975 and
hand. The player stepped off the bag to
visitors by so fast they scarcely bered.
ceremonies today.
'76." he said, "and therefore stimulate
accept the hand-clasp and was promptly
Possession of a two spot is bad
have time to see the eye patch
John Hornbuckle, Jr., is serving with the
wholesale.. and retail trade."
tagged out.
United States Navy at DaNang, Vietnam.
The council predicts a 1975 gain in
worn by John Wayne in True luck. Whether or not this is conA visitor in a small village, watching a
He is the son of Mrs. Frocie Hornbuckle,
Kentucky personal income of about 5.5 per
nected with moonshining or vote
man fishing in a shallow stream, noticed
Grit?
Murray.
cent, as compared to a gain of more than
that for half an hour the hook was never
But there is another propo41 buying is lost in the dim reaches
Van B. Sims,age 72, died this morning at
11 per cent in 1974.
drawn from the water. "Are there any fish
which evokes a bit of nostalgia of history. But it is just as bad to
NEW YORK(AP) — Americans seem to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Renfro explained that the relatively slow
in the stream?" he finally asked. "Nope, 1
while it gives the cautious—some carry a $2 bill without due be rediscovering the simple life, at least
Rev. Thomas Hicks Shelton, son of Rev.
increase is caused by two main factors—
don't think so," replied the old man.."But
precaution
as
it is to face a new insofar as their dollar is involved.
'the shorter work weeks since November T. G. Shelton of Murray, has been named
might say superstitious—among
you seem to be fishing." "Yep." "'Then
Economics made the discovery
secretary of the newly created Depart1974 and the possible decline in net farm
spring without sassafras tea.
us some pause.
what is your object?""My object," the old
ment of Evangelism of the Kentucky
income caused by declining prices for
So, if the $2 bill comes back, inevitable. If you cannot afford to pay for
man said, -is to show my wife that I've no
There are various moves afoot
what you consider the necessities of life
Baptists Executive Board.
farm products.
time to peel potatoes."
to reinstitute the $2 bill. All want Kentuckians must remember to you must increase you income or redefine
Reporting on the national economic
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will present a series
John J. McGraw, fiery manager of the
the
only
sensible the meaning Of the terfh necessity.
to include the year "1976" clearly take
outlook, Harold K. Charlesworth, the of book reviews at the Murray-Calloway
old New York Giants, was a relentless
Americans tried both techniques.
visible somewhere on it. But that precaution—all four _corners of
council's executive director, noted that County Library during the summer.
umpire-baiter. One afternoon, he got into a
They sought some of the biggest wage inthroughout the country there is a general
Is about as far as agreement goes. each bill must be torn off. For
hassle with the plate umpire and made
acceptance of a turnaround in the
some disparaging remarks about the
Women's groups want the some reason—known only to the creases of the century, only to find that the
cost of these higher wages simply was ineconomy.
man's eyesight. The other, who had a
suffrage leader, Susan B. An- mystic—this breaks the spell and cluded in the price of the items they sought
However, he added, an unemployment
reputation
as a crack t:ifle shot, was more
protects
the owner.
thony, to be pictured on the bill.
to buy.
rate of about seven per cent will probably
amused than angry. "I'll tell you what,
Let's
hear
it
then
for
the $2 bill.
persist until 1980. "A reduction in unemNevertheless, 8Ir a while at least, there
Blacks want a black thereon.
Eyrl Byassee, a new vocal instructor at McGraw," he suggested pleasantly, "after
Murray High School, will be one of the the game, we'll put an apple on second
ployment would require a substantial
Virginians want the bill back with It won't buy aopiut of moonshine seemed to be enough income to match the
,fficrease in the GNP
„.," he explained. "At. featured soloists in a choral concert, best,...Witi SWAN 'jail sivit_at_itiscan
141041-,-Thomas Jefferson-and.—AwAraore,for-innalionis-ramprAt- .risnlia_prices..Americai2s ,continued .to
believe thif they hacfan inherent rigli to
the present growth rate"Or= per cent, it
crulkfecrbrfloberflairt, al-Mr
-ray Stile' behind e plate. ru bet ydt; 100 to 50 I hit
his Monticello home on either And voting machinesliave about bigger and better things, year after year.
Will take until 1980 to reduce unemCollege on July 21.
more-apples than you. Now put up or shut
stopped vote-buying. But most
side—as in days of yore.
Now, while personal income continues to
Deaths reported include Hoyt Farley, up." The Giants' manager was not about to
ployment to 5.5 per Cent."
Kentuckians might wish to join --sthings.that used to cost a-buck rise, the tendency is more toward
In other action, council chairman '.Sr., age 79, Mrs. 011ie Mayer, age 82, and
do either. "So you can see apples," he
redefining what is considered necessary.
Charles F.Haywood introduced three new
Mrs. Robert Hopkins, age N.
the campaign to have the bill now go for two.
scoffed. "I'm talking about baseballs!"
The simpler, "no frill" life, is being
Graves Hendon has purchased an in- (E. E. Edgar, Buffalo Evening News 1
members of the five-member advisory
It would be mighty useful.
reissued. It has been defunct since
rediscovered.
terest
in the West Kentucky States and has
board.
They
are
Pratt
Robert
.of
the
—The Kentucky Post
1966. We ought to base our effort,
It was bound to come. Throughout the
become general manager for the bus TRAVEL
not on any picture we want to
1960s and into the present decade there
system. He replaces John Conger who died
Digging for change at toll booths can be print, but for what the bill symwas a tendency on the part of manurecently.
a nuisance but New Jersey turnpike riders
facturers to load up their products with exBirths reported include a boy, Danny
bolizes out of our delightful past.
may soon have the convenience of
tras. "The customers want them," they
Joe, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lee Bray, Jr., shouting,"Charge it!" when they exit. The
Time was when the $2 bill was
Studies of hunger in the world
said.
July 13, a boy,Dennis Ray,to Mr. and Mrs. turnpike which claims to be the busiest toll
the legal tender of the realm in the probably will not be too effective
Want them or not, the customers bought
Buel Burkeen, July 12, and a girl, Alice
By The Associated Press
road in the country has issued special
purchase of two of Icentucky'ss as long as most of the challenging
them. Extras added hundreds and even
Today is Saturday, July 19, the 200th day
Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Watrous, credit cards to its own employes to test the
finest commodities. With it you speeches are ma deitfter_ch ample
thousands of,dollars to the prices of new
of 1975. There are 165 days left in the year.
July 15.
system before extending it to the general
automobiles and houses. Sometimes the
Showing at the Murray Drive Inn
Today's highlight in history:
could buy a pint of the finest lunch.
public. A spokesman said it will be the first
On this date in 1918, during World War I,
buyer had no choice; the extras weren't
Theatre is "The Stars Are Singing" with
toll road to test credit cards (San Franextras at all, but part of the basic package.
German armies began retreating across
Rosemary Clooney and Anna Maria
cisco Chronical
the Marne River after their last great ofIt was bound to end. The typical oneAlbergbetti.
A family in Poland who wanted infensive in France had been repulsed by the
family house rose in less than four years —
formation about Notthinghamshire adAllies.
from early in 1971 to late 1974 — from
dressed their letter to Robin Hood. The
Oh this date:
$24,300 to $37,300, according to the National
county council sent them back a guide
In 1553, the daughter of England's King
Association of Home Builders.
book. ( London Sun)
Henry VIII, Mary, was proclaimed Queen
At that price, a so-called average family
As he passed a filling station, a motorist
Pfc. Raymond McDaniel has been
after Lady Jane Grey had been deposed.
earning a typical income of $13,000 a year
noticed a man lugging a gasoline can and
reported
killed
in
action
on
Pindanao
In
1821, the English King, George IV,
was priced out of the new home market.
walking in his same direction. There was
Island.
was crowned.
But the situation might even be worse than
no
stalled car in sight, so he offered the
Deaths reported include Miss Helen
By S. C. Van Curon
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian War began.
that, as other statistics suggest.
VAN CURON
man a lift. After driving several miles, the
McDaniel,
Ben
M.
Taylor,
and
Lytton
Glyn
In 1941, the "V for Victory" campaign in
The Congressional Joint Economic Commotorist commented, "You had quite a
Acree.
World War H was launched with a broadnewspaper.
mittee found the median price for a new
By. S. C. VAN CURON
ic
havteoawchar
d
r
idstearnrceepli
toedg,o,loa
,Oh
ckIfdoornglas,"
Wallis
Drug
has
an
excellent
display
of
cast by Britain's Prime Minister Winston
News from journalism schools across
home has reached ;41,300, which Business
this
captured German and Japanese equipthe country is that they are turning out
Churchill.
Week magazine says means that 85 per
FRANKFORT — The plight of the
can to really a suitcase. I never walk far
ment
and
souvenirs
sent
back
by
different
In 1943, also during the Second World
cent of U.S. families have been priced out
more graduates than the industry can
University of Kentucky's Department of
before someone stops and gives me a
servicemen of Calloway County.
War,Rome was bombed for the first time.
of the market.
absorb. . . newspapers, radio and
Journalism losing its accreditation has not
ride.'
Elected
as
new
officers
of
the
Murray
In
1965,
Algeria's President Ahmed Ben
Environmental considerations played a
television, as well as the public relations
been resolved and the public knows next to
Junior Chamber of Commerce are
Bella was deposed in a bloodless, armyrole in the rising price of cars. Together
field.
nothing what steps are being taken to
Maurice Ryan, Robert Holland, William
coup.
backed
with
needless
that
the
gimmickry, they put the
Trade journals point out
regain its standing.
Jeffrey, Grant Syles, and Paul Buchanan.
Also ten years ago: France charged that
price of a new vehicle beyond the range of
Watergate fiasco, divulged by the
From the standpoint of instruction and
Births reported this week include a girl
a U.S. photo reconnaissance plane had
millions of Americans. Gimmickry had to
Washington press, created a romantic
knowledge gained by students of jourto Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Ward, July 12, a girl
taken pictures of French nuclear-progo.
desire for many young people to enter
nalism courses, the loss of accreditation
Travel to Pine Bluff by picnickers and
to Cpl. and Mrs. John Shroat, July 8, a girl
duction facilities.
As a consequence, a variety of stripped
journalism. Too many of them today want
means little, but there is another imothers
seeking an evening's outing has
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Allen,
July
14,
a
Five years ago: American bombers
down editions are now on the market, but a
to become instant investigative reporters
portant point. If a student wishes to
been more than doubled since the road was
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hale, July 13, a
were pounding both sides of the border betgood many families still can't afford them.
transfer to another college and move to
and they don't stop to think that they first
graded by the maintenance department of
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Wilson, July
Unable either in conscience or pocketiieen South Vietnam and Laos to smash
another college for a higher degree, the
must become qualified reporters before
14,and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Walter Stalls, the State Highway Commission, observers
book to afford what they had been acenemy buildups.
journalism credits are not acceptable.
getting into the field of complicated instate.
July 17.
One year ago: The ailing Spanish dicvestigative reporting that requires hours
customed to, Americans are demanding
This is a staggering blow to the student
Sheriff Carl B. Kingins has started
Marriages
reported
include
Miss
Nova
and getting an elimination of frills in
who wishes to transfer.
of research and careful handling of
tator, Francisco Franco, temporarily
Lee Swift to Thomas Blake Blankenship, collection of taxes on the year 1934 with the
knowledge gained on such a story.
almost every area of life: travel, housing,
transferred power to Prince Juan Carlos.
At the Kentucky Press Association
list being for about $160,000.
July 3, Miss Anna Lou Chester to Holland
One of the big questions about U. K. is
Today's birthdays: Sen. George
meeting in June, I3ruce Westley, chairman
food, entertainment, education and on
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sue Goths,
Gene Cole, July 21, and Miss Wilma Electa
why are there not enough qualified inof the Department of Journalism at U. K.,
through an almost endless list.
McGovern of South Dakota is 53 years old.
age
65, Will Harris, age 70, W. E. Daniel,
011ie
Eldridge
Miller
McMullian,
to
July
7.
structors hired to meet accreditation
told newsmen that recommendations to
Movie houses are reducing tickets to $1
Actor Pat Hingle is 51.
age 71,Steve Sledd, age 67, lobe West, age
standards?
regain accreditation have been submitted
from $2.50 or more and finding that,
Thought for today: People ask you for
50, Howard Cherry, age two months, and
to U. K. President Otis Singleterry, but he
The working newspaper profession is
because they fill up the house, they are
criticism, but they only want praise — W.
T. Rash Jones, age 72.
beginning to ask universities and colleges
regretted to report that he was not at
making more money than before.
Somerset Maugham, British novelist, 1874Max B. Hurt, Con Moore, Hal Hurt, and
why they don't have stiffer. requirements
liberty to "tell you what these recomAt least one airline has found that by
1965.
Carney
Hendon left today by car for New
for
persons
to gain admittance to jourmendations are."
eliminating the cocktails and other
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
York City to attend the biennial national
nalism courses. Too many are too poorly
I pointed out to Westley that U. K. is a
luxuries it has been able to reduce fares
ago today that the Continental Congress in
convention of the Woodmen of the World.
The National Science Foundaprepared in basic English and other
tax supported public institution and the
and increase patronage.
Philadelphia assumed a function of an inMarriages reported include Miss Violet
subjects to make a success in this field.
public has a right to know what the
tion spent $15,000 to study hitchHomebuilders are reducing the size of
dependent government by appointing comDunn to Harold Speight, January 30.
Part of the fault might be laid at the feet
recommendations are. He repeated his
their product, sometimes eliminating the
missioners to negotiate treaties with the
hiking. It's important we know
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
of the heads of higher education inoriginal statement that he was not at
extra bath and often leaving attics unIndians.
which thumb gets results.
Mrs. Oscar W. Falwell, July 11.
stitutions who have a zeal for empire
liberty to divulge the recommendations,
finished and, as a result, learning that,
building. Too many unqualified students
indicating that he had orders from Dr.
yes, there still is a housing market out
Singleterry on this matter. I can't blame
are admitted to colleges and universities there.
although the law says that about anyone
Westley for his position. Lewis Cochran,
"No frills" is here. How long will it last?
with a high school diplima is entitled to
whom Singleterry had designated to
enrpll in a state supported institution. This
handle the matter, also told me he was not
is not only true in Kentucky but it seems
at liberty to divulge anything.
true across the nation.
Loss of accreditation was attributed to
We have empty dormitories on some
not having enough instructors for the
And hope maketh not ashamed;
campuses in Kentucky, yet we seem to
students enrolled in journalism, and
because the love of God is shed
keep building.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
having too few instructors on the staff with
BLASINGAME
While it is unfortunate that the Jourpractical experience in the news field.
abroad in our hearts by the Holy
nalism Department lost its accreditation, Ghost which is
Westley did ask the cooperation of the
given unto us.
Modern magnification of bac- ate effects on gonorrhea, diar- volunteers against gonorrhea. when crooked in softened water.
this incident may prove to be the best thing
Kentucky Press As.sociation and said the
teria (germs) shows that their rheal diseases and dental caries. The vaccine produced immunity The color change is harmless so
Romans 5:5.
that has happened to build a strong
journalistri department expected ta get
A germ appears to "know" which was 60 times as high as in far as health is concerned. The
surface is not smooth but
To have a hope, a realization of
communications school at U. K.
more exp4. ienced newsmen as teachers or
covered in\ many of them by where to attach, according to unprotected subjects. The pilic vegetables will remain white
a futute, is truly a gift. And all
I still think the public is entitled to know
lecturers. Westley is an expeilenced
stubby, hairlike appendages Richard Finkelstein, University material also may help in testing when cOoked if you add a pinch
what steps are being taken, and what the
newsman himself and has written textgood gifts come from the hand of
known as pili (Latin word for of Texas Southwestern Medical more easily and quickly, for of crearn of tartar.
recommendatioas are, for the school to
books for. journalism. He still keeps up
the Almighty.
hair). Growing research evi- School in Dallas. How does a gonorrheal infections
with the - practical side of the working
regain its rating.
Similar experimental work is Q: Mrs. K. E. wants to know
dence indicates that these may cholera germ causie diarrhea in
turn out to be the key to certain the gut .and not a runny nose? producing encouraging results the common causes of chronic
germs being able to cause dis- The surface pili play an impor- in vaccine material which ca. Fatigue.
A'You have a question about a
tant role and help the bacteria to protect against germs which
ease.
According to a .report in find the proper surface to attach. cause epidemics of diarrhea aAd complicated matter. Common
Science News. pili received The covering material on germs against other bacteria Which causes of fatigue are excessive
Walk the halls of Capitol Hill when the
k •
(MStçnsinn. chronic infecThe Atny
\times
corries 52 25 per month payable in advance'
i) ,Ledger
published
much attention in discussions at ciontains proteins (antigens) cause dental caries...
living specimens o the species Potomacus
4 tio
By matt In Calloway County and to Benton Her
every oftern n except Sundays Jay 4 Christ
ane a'(or low red blood
Exoticus, which i tO say Congressman, a retent meeting of the Amer-- which' cause the host to fight
din Mayfield. Sedalia ond Forminglon.:Ity and..
moo Day, NeW Year s Day cold Thanksgiving by
back with_antibodies.
Society for Microbiology.
Q: Mrs.a N. asks why so many count)andk thyroid activity. I
can
,
pass
to
their
augut
chambers
and
then
Ports Buchanan and PLO.year, Tenn . 512 50 per
10.3 N 4th. Si
144Y, N•vosPoPer.‘ ADS
M44,
Microbiologist Charles Brin- of-her white foods turn yellow suggest that you not guess, about
In the fight against epidemic
imagine to yourself what they Inuit -be
year By moil to other deshnor,ons $27 50 per
Murray Py 4297
xiixwace; the traditional attack ton,Vniversity o(_Pittsburgb.haa. when they are cooked and „asks
saying
in
their
the rate,-especially-if you are--- —
secretmindsas
iEónd Class- Paslagd of xnurroy
therrnsd,
Oar
has consisted of sanitation. anti- isolated material from the pili of also if the change has any health running fever or lasing weight
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
grin and glare at one another. "Thal one
420n
biotics and vaccines, resulting in gonorrhea germs and prepared significance.
Asso9ation and Southern
Newspaper
didn't keep his campaign proMiseS. No
physician.
In area; served by
A. Rice, potaties, onions and See a
Publishers As:WI:thorn
• control of smallpox, polio and a vaccine which has given pro4 SUBSCRIPTION RAYES
wonder I can't keep mine."
wit. Isis I +ow Faann- *Min* Inc
(lo
,
tection
in
animals
and
in
human
diphtheria but having.inadequ—
cauliflower
may
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,
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Kentucky's
economic forecast for 1975-76 presents a
mixture of trends, with unemployment
falling steadily but personal income
growing at a slower than usual rate, according to the Kentucky Council of
Economic Advisors.
These predictions, made at the council's
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Retired Executive Claims Alcoholism Attributed To Rise To Top

(Continued from Page 1)

DETROIT (AP) — A retired out benefits. At no time was I any retirement benefits or
pen- consume liquor in large quanFord Motor Co. executive who offered help Of any kind,"1111 sion from Ford.
tities day after day and continshe graduated says he drank his
way up the said.
Brennan said that after re- ue to function normally in busiaPith honors from Murray High
corporate ladder to head the
signing from the auto firm, his ness."
▪ on Schedule with her class. At
Ford officials declined to
firm's Swiss operations has
wife and six children forced
He was promoted and transMurray'Ste she has plunged filed a $1.3
million suit against comment on Brennen's suit, him to leave them, he lost
The funeral for Mrs. Lola into new
his
aCtivities, serving as the auto maker,
which seeks compensation for
accusing it of
Williams Willoughby of Murray vice-presidentof
salary he would have earned $70,000 "dream house" and quit
the turning him into an alcholic.
Route Three will be held today
three subsequent jobs for fear
Rehabilitation Assixiation and
The suit filed in Wayne Coun- with Ford from 1970, when he of being fired.
at three p. m. at the chapel of _having
He said he
served as co-chairman ty Circuit
Court on Thursday was given'special early retire- stopped drinking in a 17-day
the Max Churchill Funeral of
althe Wheelchair Awareneas by John
ment,
would
to
1984,
he
when
R. Brennan, 56, claims
Home with Re,. Eura Mathis Day
sponsored by the Social' tpat alcoholism
reach the normal retirement coholic treatment program in
drove
him into
and Rev. Gerald Owen of- Work
April 1972.
Action Committee of the early,
retirement. It says "an age of 65.
ficiating and the Sugar Creek Social Work
"I
completely lost, spent
Club.
endlesS. succession of long
It says Ford broke oral and (and) drank all of my
Quartet providing the musk.
financial
At
present
lunches
she
is the student
and diplomatic social written contracts on contin- reserves," he said in an
Serving as pallbearers will be
affidaRalph Harris, Ronald Thomp- coordinator for a survey of functions" neeeasary for his uation of his employment by vit.
architectural
corporate
rise
barriers
left Iiiddicted. failing to help him overcome
that
son, Butch Thompson, Jerry
During his Oarly .days at
the drinking problem.
Falwell, Ricky Woodall, and present a hindrance to people to liquor.
Ford's Washington;D.C., Office,
Brennan, once board chairBrennan once earned $60,000 Brennan said he attended many
Russell Hargis. Burial will be in with disabilities in Murray and
Calloway County. She was the man and managing director of a year with Ford. It was not social
the Elm Grove Cemetery.
gatherings where he was
Mrs. Willoughby, age 78, recipient of an Access Award Ford in Switzerland, said his disclosed whether he received "complimented on my ability to
presented
drinking
by the Kentucky
problem was a "direct
widow of Rafe Willoughby, died
Friday at one a. m. at the Rehabilitation Association this result" of his job and increased
Murray -Calloway County year for her work in the effort to as he was promoted during his
Hospital. Among the survivors eliminate architectural 26 years with Ford.
He said he sought aid from
are a sister-in-law, Mrs. Lona barriers.
Mae Williams, two nieces, Mrs.
Reflecting on the pageant last two Ford vice presidents — in
Robbie Falwell and Mrs. Sue weekend, Miss Rolfe recalls a midnight conversation over a
Harris, and a nephew, Ronald that she was genuinely sur- bottle of scotch in a Zurich hoThompson.
prised and naturally elated tel bar — but was asked to sign
MORRIS,Ill.(AP) — "It was in Texas and several Southern
when she learned she was -the a letter of resignation.
a happy ending to the weirdest states and -finally, the Pulaski
"I
signed
the
letter.
I
don't
winner. In retrospect, however,
case I've ever handled," Grunshe declines to call that moment know what the alternative was dy County Sheriff Bill Button County sheriff's office in Arkansas reported that a baby bebut
imagined
that
it
was
public
her biggest thrill.
disgrace and termination with- said after reuniting a North longing to Mrs. Anne Bernice
Little Rock, Ark., woman with Christie had been missing.
"Just being there and seeing
her 11-month-old son who had Things began falling in place,"
each girl living life to the fullest
been missing for nearly three he said.
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., despite a disability has to be the
weeks.
Miss Myers had taken the inminister of the First United high point," she explained. "It
"When we heard the baby fant to a park in North Little
opportunity
was
for
an
to
people
Methodist Church, will speak at
had been found, we drove all Rock on June 28. Mrs. Hedger,
the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m. services see that a person in a
night from Arkansas to get Miss Myers former sister-inon Sunday, July 20, at the wheelchair can still be beautiful
him," said the mother, Annie law, came along and said she
and attractive and have a
church.
The Memorial Baptist Church Bernice Christie, 21.
wanted to take the baby to a
"A Man Who Forgot" will be meaningful place as a parMrs. Christie, her husband, shop for some ice cream.
hold regular services at
will
society."
ticipating
member
of
the subject of the sermon with
10:50 allt and seven p.m. on Fred, 35, and a friend, Mary
"According to authorities, she
his scripture to be from John
Sunday,
July 20, with Rev. Myers, arrived in_Morris just and the child just kept going.
13:31-38.
Jerrell White, pastor, speaking west of Chicago with a baby She skipped from one job to anProf. larrie Clark will sing a
book, birtdrecords and 10 pho- other, in taverns, and her
at both services.
solo, The Beatitudes," at the
tagraphs4-little
-"Wisdoms?.
wiTereebootrwIttilleVerittftileTI7
Th-"."1-eririCeTle aroir7
Button turned the infant over until she was killed in the acciRelationships" will be the
directed by Paul Shahan with
subject of the morning sermon Thursday to a weeping Mrs. dent. I have reason to believe
•'Mrs. Bea Farrell at the organ,
with his scripture from ,Mat- Christie, who clutehed him she may have taken the baby
Will sing the anthem, "0
thew
7:9-12 and I Corinthians close to her and said, "It's to sell him. And I consider it a
Saviour of the World."
The Sinking Spring. Baptist 13:4-7. Starkie Colson, deacon of been so long. We can go home case of kidnaping. But that is a
Church School classes for all
moot question now," Button
ages will be at 9:45 a. m. Sun- Church will hear the pastor, the week, will assist in the now."
Button said the sheriff's of- said.
Rev. Lawson Williamson, speak services.
day.
Thomas Wilkins will direct fice responded to the scene of
The Junior High United St the eleven a. m. worship
music in the absence of the an auto crash on Tuesday in
the
Sunday,
July
services
20.
on
Methodist Youth Fellowship
LAKE DATA
will meet at 6:30 p. m. and the Sunday School will be at ten a. minister of music, Ron Hamp- which Joann Hedger, 38, was
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.3
killed.
ton,
who
Mrs.
is
ill.
Margaret
m.
Senior High UMYF at six p. m.
"We found baby clothes in down 0.1.
Tommy Scott will direct the Wilkins will be organist and
Sunday
for
programs.
Below dam 301.8 down 0.2.
the car, but no baby. The car
Miss
Wilkins
Diane
will
be
adult
choir
in
the
"Sweet
songs,
Recreation will be at 5:30 p. m.
Barkley
Lake 7 a.m. 357.3 no
had
been
stolen
on
May
21
pianist.
from
and Supper will be served at Sweet Spirit" and "Come Holy
The Cliurch bus will run both, a Houston, Tex., agency," he charge. •
Spirit,"
with
Tommy
Mrs.
Scqtt
seven p. m.
_ .
Below dam 303.4 up 0.1.
said.
The Vacation Church School at the piano and Mrs. Jim Neale Sunday morning and evening
Sunset 5:51 a.m. Sunrise 8:15
investigation
An
led
to
a
anyone
desiring
and
tranwith Mrs. George Stockton as at the organ.
p.m.
Lunch will be served at the sportation should call 753-5750, a trailer court near Minooka,
director, assisted by Mrs. Doug
where the baby was found,
church spokesman said.
noon
with
hour
a
prayer
brief
Abbott and Mrs. Ronnie WatARNOLD,
Sunday School will be at 9:40 alone, in a crib late Tuesday.
son, will be held Monday service to be led by Ron
"He seemed all right," ButTHE INFORMER
a.m.and Church Training at six
McAlister.
•
-through Friday, July 21-25,
ton said. "My deputy, Ray
On June 15, 1780, Benedict
Church training will be at 6:30 p.m.
from nine to 11:30 a. m.
Arnold informed the British
The bong Range Planning Odom, and his wife cared for
p. m. with the revival services
that he expected to be put in
Committee meeting will be held the little fellow."
to start at 7:30 p. m. Sunday
Button contacted authorities command of West Point.
p.m.
8:30
Sunday
at
with Rev. Frank Floyd as the
evangelist. Services will be held
74
• 4,.

Mrs. Willoughby'sFuneral Is Today

ferred to New York and Holland and then to Austria as
general manager of Ford operations there in 1961.
Brennan, who now lives in

Brighton with his family again,
is currently a business manager for Guest House, a treatment center in Lake Orion for.
alcoholic priests.
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Rev. Jerrell White
Gives His Sermon
Topic For Sunday

Court Square-Murray

Rev. Wayne Todd
To Speak Sunday
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Regular worship services will
be held at the First Baptist
Churcli on Sunday, July 20, at
10:45 a. m. and seven p.m. with
the interim pastor, Rev. Wayne
E. Todd, speaking at both
services.
Selections by the AdulrChoir
will be "Come, Holy Spirit" at
the morning service, and
and
Love"
Wondrous
"Jerusalem, the Golden" at the
evening hour. Minister of music
is W. Rudolph Howard, and
organist is Mrs. John Bowker.
' Dr. Ray Moore, deacon of the
week, Bro. G. T. Moody,
minister of education, and Bro.
Edward Walsh, minister of
youth, will assist in the services.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. and Christian Growth
Class will be at six p. m.
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a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
The Youth Choir will meet at*
six p. m. Sunday for practice,NL
but the Adult Choir'will sing in't
the evening service. _
Bun Wilkerson will serve asli.
deacon of the week. Nursery:3
workers will be Mildred AT
Crawford, Lucretia Crawford,4.
'
Willie Redden, Marjie Garland,
Gladys Williamson, and Judy
Smotherman.
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Murray Calloway County Jaycee

"Vengeance" Theme*
Of Sermons Sunday
By Bro. John Dale *

Bro. John Dale will speak at
the 10:40 a.m. and six p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
July 20, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Tommy
Carraway will make - the anThe Hazel and Mason's nouncements.
Methodist
Chapel United
Sermon topics will be
Churches will hold a joint "Vengeance On Those Who
Vacation Bible School at Hazer Know,Not Ged" for the morning
church starting Monday, July and "Vengeance On Those Who
21, and continuing through Obey Not The Gospel" at the
Friday, July 25.
evening service.
"Jesus Touch Me" will be the
The morning scripture from
theme of the school with classes II Thessalionas 1:7-9 will be
to be held from nine to 11:30 read by Larry Cunningham and
a.m. each day. Activities will the evening scripture from I
include Bible study, crafts, Peter 4:15-17 will be read by Joe
games, refreshments, and a Garland. Prayers will be led by
Raymond Rayburn, Earl
picnic on Friday.
Teachers will be Sherla Nanny, Lenith Rogers, and
Underwood, Karen Coles, and Charles Lamb.
—Jean Edwards, age two to five; Presiding for The Lord's
Jenna Carter, ages six and Supper will be Ronnie McNutt
seven; Crystal Parks, ages and Nelson Murdock. Serving
eight and nine; Mavis Martin on the Extension Department
and Frankie Adams, ages ten to will be Tommy Schroader,
twelve. Rev. Torn Martin is Harry Russell, Steve Simmons,
pastor for the churches.
and Noah Wheatley.
For transportation call 753- . Bible study will be held at 940
6524

s. Sue Goins,
1. E. Daniel,
be West, age
months, and

Bible School Will
Be Held At Hazel
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JULY 14- JULY 19

SUM
SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1975
10:00 A.M. - Horse & Mule Pulling
- (Weigh In 6 a.m. - 9 a.m
10:00 A.M.- Farm Bureau Day
7:00 P.M. - Tractor Pull

1975 Datsun
Station Wagon

VD' Mc

to be given away

Saturday, July 19
Donated by
Murray Datsun,Inc.

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
-

Will Be Open Every Sunday

*"

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
•

—Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.
Raga ILDJI pW-WIA.R_SAILILLCILAMM-. **************************

*nrt.as•

•Naturalizer
•Connie
•Joyce
gLife Stritler•Busken's
•Buster Brown
•Pedwin
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East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market
Fresh Catfish
Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fisheimen
Hwy. 94 East

tl I 111111V
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Waterfowl Wetlands Future
Up To Congress
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Sportsmen's Notebook
Bass Club Goes To
Ballard Co.
Members of the Murray Rags
Club have taken a leave of
absence from Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes this weekend in
favor of a club fishing tournament-trip to Ballard County.
Several members will be
staying at the Fin N Feather
Lodge. The club has been
divided into two teams which
will be competing against each
other as the members of the
teams fish in "any body of
water in Ballard County only."
This includes sloughs, creeks
and even farm ponds. Members
are very optimistic about
catching some good stringers of
fish. We will have a report on
this outing next week.

by Lou Clapper

that cannot be over emphasized. Only sitting and offhand shooting positions are
permitted and you have to "call
your shots."
There are no other rules.
Scoring is simply one point
given for each eradicated fly. If
a fly is only addled and buzzes
around in circles on its back the
scorekeeper will only award 1z
point. The other IA2 point is
awarded only-upon a successful
kill of the injured.
"We've invented a new
sport!" claims Goochie.
Meanwhile the Goochs are
awaiting for someone to take
them up on their challenge.

Significant and far-reaching prime habitat still are undecisions on the future of protected.
wetlands in the United States
Conservation agencies and
soon will be made by the organizations in the 1930's
Congress, and the fate of flights banded together to formulate a
of migratory waterfowl rests in method
for
preserving
the balance. It is the usual story wetlands. A goal of saving 12.5
_of preserving wildlife habitat; million acres was set. Of these,
Grayson McClure and on McClure
s the. wetlands go, so go our the states were to protect 4.5
ducks and geese, and the pic- million acres and the federal
Panorama Shores, Ky.
(502)436-5483
ture is not bright. Unless the government eight million acres.
present trend is stopped, both of Of the latter, the federal
Wholesole
the resources soon may dwindle government already had 3.5
MINNOWS
and be lost.
million acres protected, leaving
Wetlands are called a variety 4.5 million to be acquired.
of names: potholes, sloughs, Acquisitions by the Fish and
Home Of The Golden Shiner
marshes, bogs,'and swamps. Wildlife Service had been
Bow-Froggers in Action
60 STRIPES—Bruce Walker and Jim Armstrong of Murray
2 mi. I. Hwy 94
Some are even shallow lakes proceeding slowly through the
Randy and Rodney Lowe
were fishing out of Cypress Springs Resort recently when
and ponds, with emergent use of money from the sale of
have been fully indoctrinated
Salutes Their
they took a good stringer of white bass, each averaging in
vegetation. To many people, annual Migratory Bird Hunting
Fly-Shooting Championship
and accepted into the fraternal
"Customer of the Week"
the two pound range. The two fishermen caught all the
p these are "waste" lands - the Stamps, of "duck stamps,"
Held
order of bow-froggers. Hunting
stripes from one spot by using a shallow running minnow
unwanted properties which initially costing $1 (1934), $2
"How many flies does a fly frogs with a bow is definitely
type lure.
cannot be used for anything ( 1949), $3 ( 1958), and then $5
shooter shoot when a fly shooter sporting and very rewarding
Photo by Charlie McKennel
beneficial. However, this is not (1969). The so-called "prairie
does shoot flies?" That is a when you can manage to take
true. They provide food and pothole country," which
fairly simple answer -- "As home a stringer full of frogs.
cover for ducks and geese and produced broods of young ducks conservatiAlsts propose, this bill is to dismiss repayment many as he wants until he runs The Lowes have been doing
_some.. are,..locationa as.aar...audgeesikleawevau, were•being- acQuisiti,wis lithe lederdll
-4,11a..tleart;-auSltorite-ap- -out of,fly-abo432, claims veteran —Verr Weil.
government
will
slow
to
a
manent
homes
for
furbearers,
drained
propriations
faster
of such fuAds•- as flyshooter Brian Gooch.
Bow-frogging offers good
than
they
could
Seward,
mgr.
Fred Gardner, owner Larry
upland song and game birds and be preserved with duck stamp trickle. —
Mr. Gooch and his 8 year old variety to the sport of taking
may be necessary and establish
Over the years. The Fish and the price of the duck Itamp son, "Goochie," sponsored the frogs and having become
shore birds. They serve society receipts and so, in .1961, the
Wildlife
Service has given based upbn most curreffi land Western Kentucky Father-Son prOficient one can consider
by recharging ground water Congress authorized
the
priority
supplies, retain flood waters, initiation of a new program. acquisition
for values," he testified.
Open Fly Shoot on Clayton's himself a fair shot when he can
to
wetlands
breeding
trap salts and nutrients, called
or
nesting
Greenwalt laid out details on Creek in the Southeast portion harvest approximately 90 per
the
Accelerated
:,..E1 produce fish, and provide Emergency
Waterfowl and wintering areas, with losses of wetlands and of Calloway County recently but cent of what he is capable of
i recreation. In many situations, Wetlands Act, it authorized resting and feeding locations described them as occurring at ended up being the only ones to bagging with a 10 foot.frog gig.
••••':
are the only islands of interest-free advances from the along the migratory routes in -an alarming rate." He said the enter the shoot. Never-the-less,
Frog season is still open. They _
they
.,,,__•-:-:::i nature and man's developments U. S. Treasury to buy lands between, During the period federal government needs to, for any others who might have can be taken by gig, rifle, bow
EM of many varied sorts.. _ before they could be drained.- 1962-76, the Service will be acquire 1.9 million acres of entered, it is doubtful that any and arrow or by fishing line.
•:•:N
Because most wetlands can The advances were to be made acquired some 408,000 acres of prime habitat over the next 10 one of them could have sur- Season for these bellowers of
-:::
iR be drained or filled, they often against future duck stamp refuges and 1,490,000 acres in years and estimated the cost of passed the Gooch' feat.
the dark goes out October 15.
are converted into agricultural, sales.
Using a Daiiy BE gun and a
. waterfowl production acres. Of $450 million. These acquisitioAs
-A industrial, or residential uses. The "accelerated" program the latter, 1,107,000 acres have would supplement those by Sheridan 5 mm pellet gun the
First Time Fro
With these changes, the wildlife -gotoff to a slow start, hampered been acquired by taking per- state and local gsvtrsusisr Goochs collectively "swatted"
had the pleasureaf-taking
habitat is lost. This has oc- in part by farmer opposition, petual easements, or paying agencies, organizations, and a record 139 flies in 2 hours and out a couple of first time frog8 a. m. - 10:00 P. m.
curred at an alarming rate and the original plan had to be land-owners a fee to preserve private clubs.
10 minutes, quitting only giggers recently and I
113:Hwy.641 So.
wetlands.
There were two controversial because they ran out of 1313s and „thoroughly enjoyed putting
thop.a.753-8322 rit since the end of World War II. In extended in 1969. In several of their
The Service is initiating a elements in his testimony. Some 'pellets. Rather elated Mr. than on the frogs. - George
1954, a nationwide survey these years, the Congress failed
,
.
e5.fw • .:x....4.xA
.;.;; 4 i
c 4as:riOrsarfazi:
identified the total U. S. wetland to appropriate the authorized study to determine the current persons, both in the Ad- Gooch said, "As far as my son Pappas and his son George, Jr.
(exclusive ,of Alaska and amount of funds; in other years, status of wetlands. This is ex- ministration and the Congress, and I can tell we now hold the who were visiting in Murray
Hawaii) as amounting to 80 the Administration impounded pected to reveal much new are expected to oppose the plan official Western Kentucky from Colorado said they didn't
million acres. Of these, 22.4 portions of the monies which information, including how well to "excuse" the repayment of Father-Son Fly-Shooters have frogs there like we do
million were rated as having were appropriated. As a result, the states are progressing along the $85.9 million already ad- Championship."
here. I think that is when I
high or moderate value for the program lagged and in- toward achieving their original vanced. Some hunters also
Having attained the title, the decided I wouldn't ever move to
waterfowl. Today, some 20 flated land prices bit deeply into goals.
would oppose a sliding scale Goochie-Gooch team have Colorado. I love the taste of frog
Meanwhile, the next move is price for the duck stamp, one formally challenged all to at- legs and would hate to have to
years later, the wetlands total the funds appropriated for the
has shrunk to 74 'million acres, acquisition program. Now, the in the Congress. It can kill the geared to real estate values. tempt to beat their record. And pay grocery store price for
only 19.5 million of which are of present 15-year, $105 million accelerated acquisition Greenwalt estimated the price to be sporting about it they have them.
00
significant value to waterfowl. advance authorization is run- program, continue it, or of the duck stamp could go to $9 consented to offering a big tip
George is married to the
The Fish and Wildlife Service ning out and repayment of the authorize an even more in- or $10 the first year.
for those who wish to try for the former Gail Houston and the
and other federal agencies, $85.9 million loan is to begin in tensive effort to preserve
record.
Pappas family were in Murray
Greenwalt also asked that the
state wildlife agencies, private 1977 with the use of 75 per cent wetlands.
"The first question that visiting Dr. Hugh and Huntas
Testifying in May before the stamp be renamed as the usually -passes through the Houston. The household was to
hunting clubs, and national of duck stamp receipts. Conconservation organizations are sequently, unless the program Subcommittee on Fisheries and "Migratory Bird Conservation novice fly-shooter's mid is schedule a frog leg breakfast
protecting many areas, but an is extended again, as several Wildlife Conaervation and the Stamp" in the hope of enliVng 'Where am I going to find a from the generous supply of
Murray, Ky.
1102 Chestnut
estimated 9.9 million acres of members of Congress. and Environment, House Com- non-hunter support because of mess of flies?" Gooch said. To frogs taken by George and son. I
mittee on Merchant Marine and the widespread public values of answer that question the have not heard from him since
_ .•••••••••••-•":^^"--"-"."-"--Fisheries, the director of the wetlands.
Goochs say to "Bring the flies to his return to Colorado but I feel
The main objective of those you by baiting them." They sure he enjoyed his first frog
Fish and Wildlife Service laid
out a bold and ambitious plan to concerned about waterfowl, recommend a piece of lunch leg.
protect these wetlands. Em- however, is in extending the meat or other meat which may
phasizing that he spoke only for basic program until more be readily available; a rotten
the Department of the Interior, critical areas can be protected. piece of meat being the best
Iletttttn
not the Administration, Lynn A. If repayment is to begin next kind of bait.
Greenwalt recommended an year ( fiscal 1977) and the duck
"And remember this too,"
lietems,n .‘enneegolleee. week
almost complete revi.sionof H. stamp remains at the present Mr. Gooch says, "though it is
then I lew the closeq
I elettreq
price
of $5, the federal contrary to the belief of many,a
Buy the famous Kush N koli, Boot and receive your FREE choice of 55.95 retail
R. 5608. That bill would extend
friend I hove ever held.
f,sh F,IIet !there,5 pea of socks or 55.95 cash!
Accelerated acquisition program will be fly prefers meat grease and
the current
Raleigh Hancock
Program for an additional limited to about $3 million meat over something sweet or
seven years and the ap- annually. With only this amount sugar coated." I tried his theory
,Sherertz
propriations
authorization of money available, less than 15 and it appears to be so.
ifirredielnosfYlneWre ,eporWrty1111
Pace the bait on a flat piece Imre ever I,
would be increased from $105 per cent of the acreage goal
. 115 9441' ern
million to $200 million. would be reached by the end of of cardboard in the yard. I.
in In
I on
1986.
By
that time, large flights Proper shooting distance at
Greenwalt proposed a much
strewn. Ile. 11(1s1 MI 14.11' and II,!.
Olympic Plaza
more aggressive approach, of migratory waterfowl could be flies is whatever is comfortable
only memories for older to the individual. You can get as 1111M111,11.
however.
Ilt.11
l•
41
1 111.1111::
close as you want or back off
"The Department's view on Americans.
about 10-12 feet from the bait as 1111,1110.11 bill it rim iii •
do the Goochs. Insure a safe .1t$11111.0n.
shooting direction - something

Murray Bait Co.
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Big Rear Resort

(

753-5693

Storey s
natiani
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_i.apen_i_Days A-Week
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Astro Car Wash

Wash 5!°°
it With Fill-up

Hot Wax
'1

Free Vacuum
with Purchase

Vernon's Inc.["
Fisherman's Special
_IM"7-amr„.

•••••••••••••••••••••%
•
•
•
•
• Murray Auto •
•
•
•
Parts
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
605 Maple

All Parts For All Cars And Trucks

•

v- Low Price

•
AND ONE FOR THE FISH PLATTER (FINALLY)--pon Cook,
• Route 5, Murray, has been hauling in several mounting sire
Prompt Service

•

Murray, Ky.
•
•

•

•753-42

•
••
•
•000••
•
•••••••••••
Uncle
Jeff's

Law Ilokted

bass recently but this 7 lb. 3 oz. largemouth bass didn't make
it on the wall. It was served with hush puppies and the trimmings. Don caught this bass on a Mister Twister in the Blood
River area of Kentucky lake, the same area where he has
been catching the rest of his big bass.

Bureau of Land
The
Management violated both the
law and a Presidential order
when it opened 450 million acres
of federal land to unrestricted
use to off-road vehicles, according to a recent U. S. District
Court decision resulting from
suit brought by the National
Wildlife Federation. The Interior agency was ordered to
draw up regulations limiting the
use of snowmobiles, dune

buggies, motorcycles and other
such recreational vehicles. The
judge ruled that BLM's 1974
decision to open all land under
its control to the vehicles
violated the National Envitonmental Policy and a 1972
executive order directing all
federal agencies to establish
zones in which the vehicles
could and could not be used. National Wildlife Federation

••••,,

Pd

IUM Sporting Goods
All merehondise sold et discount prices

,

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo
111.y. 641 South' Phone 753-9491

WARD & ELKINS
ECUCKS BODY SHOP

New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wesson

-w900 Sycamore

"Guns"

753-5142
We'll Trade For Anything +

This young Coopers- Hawk is undaunted by the presence
of the photographer. The hawk was seen sitting on a half
sunlit perch in Calloway County recently.
Photo by tarry Heaylat
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Statewide Fishing Report
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Of Pond Mud and
Grease Paint or
Blood, Sweat and Tears
What immediately comes to
mind when the word Bowhunter
is mentioned is the looks that we
get when traveling among our
uninitiated brethren during the
hunting season. It must be the
camouflage face paint which
siezes them first. That double
take that they perform is well
worth the difficulty involved in
overlooking their innocence
regarding our sport.
One lady, from out of state,
was indulging herself in a
Jack's super burger when out of
the blue walked a bunch of
Bowhunters bent on a hot lunch
at that noted Aurora location.
The date was right close to
halloween and, you guessed it,
she explained to her excited
children that we were probably
on our way to a halloween
party. Well, it must have
seemed so when six adult males
walked in Camouflaged from
head to foot. We enjoyed our
whopper's a-la Jack and
returned to the woods for the
afternoon hunt. .
Of pond mud Camouflage
their are a number of stories
which support it's use as a
superior camo agent. It is found
wherever the good Lord's soil
and water chance to mingle
forming an element loved by
little children pd
males. and temales who chance
to hunt the white-tailed deer
with bow and arrow. Pond mud
camouflage has saved at least
one hunt for this writer and has
probably contributed to the
success of others. This medium
of camouflage may be applied
liberally, at no cost to the user,
and is readily removeable with
further... application- of water_
The magic of pond mud camo is
that it will cover almost any
color or reflection in one application unless the user thinks
his situation requires the
Ultimate second coat—Cite
should be taken not to apply to

and 80.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
Weekend fishermen can expect
Barkley—Black bass fair
fair results at most major lakes casting artificial nightcrawlers
U' Kentucky, the Fish and Wild- around shoreline brush, bluegill
life Resources Department re- fair over old road beds, white
ports. The rundown:
bass slow and improving in the
Green—Black bass fair night jumps, below dam catfish good,
,:shing artificial nightcrawlers white bass fair, clear, stable at
und rocky points and drop- one foot below pool and 81.
bluegill fair in brushy
Cumberland—White bass slow
caves, clear, stable and 85.
in jumps, black bass slow on
Buckhorn—Catfish good still artificial nightcrawlers off deep
:.'thing worms circa, balt, blue- bonito. at night, below dam
gill fair over submerged cover, white bass good, trout fair,
clear, stable and 81.
clear, falling, 37 feet below timGrayson—Bluegill slow to fair berline and 82.
in inlets and bays and along
Barren—Bluegill fair to good
shallow banks, crappie slow along deep banks, white bass
around stickups, below dam fair trolling over shallow flats
trout fair, clear, stable and 80. and by night fishing, below
Fishtrap—Bluegill slow in in- darn bluegill good, clear, stable
lets and bays, crappie slow at one foot below pool and 82.
night fishing around stickups, Nolin—Black bass fair on arclear, stable and 82.
tificial nightcrawlers in upper
Dale Hollow—White bass slow lake, bluegill fair good along
in the jumps, bluegill slow on deep banks, tailwater area
flyrod Toppers along deep closed to all fishing because of
banks, walleye slay trolling construction work, clear, stable
deep runners along rocky at six feet below pool and 80.
points and deep banks, clear to Rough River—Bluegill fair
murky, stable at two feet below along deep banks and over
pool and 84.
dropoffs, black bass slow on arHerrington—Bluegill
fair tificial nightcrawlers in same
around shallow banks and sti- areas, clear, stable and 85.
ckups, catfish and white perch
Dewey—Bluegill fair along
fair on soft craws and horse- deep banks, crappie fair over
weed worms, clear, falling, two submerged cover, clear to murfeet below pool and 78.
ky, stable and 84.
Kentucky—White bass good Laurel—Bluegill and crappie
to excellent in jumps, at night good in timbered coves and
and by trolling along shallow around shoreline brush, clear,
bars, bluegill excellent around stable and 82.
buck brush on worms and pop- Cave Run—Black bass fair
ping bugs, black bass fair to casting artificial nightcrawlers
good • on-surface- to deerr-run- and still-- fishing--:minnows
ners over submerged cover and around rocky points and in indeep dropoffs, below dam cat- lets and bays, bluegill fair in
fish and sauger fair, clear, fall- inlets and bays, clear, stable at
ing -slowly, 1,2 feet below pool three feet below pool and 80.

much pond mud camo because
it has a tendency to set-up in the
manner of concrete.
Of the faith that serious
Bowhunters possess and the
instances when that faith pays
off, the stories are legion. What
is it that drives a bowhunter to
sit an afternoon stand for 24
consecutive days without
positive results only to score on
the 25th evening? What draws a
bowhunter to hunt in this
manner for several years
without taking his quarry?
These questions have an
answer rooted in faith and
resultant positive thinking. We
bowhunters have learned that
where its at is not in the kill but
in the hunt. True, there are a
great many bowhunters and
sport hunters whogauge a hunts
success'by-the a/not-int of
taken but, there is a growing
You may never see a trophy deer, such as this one, over
number of hunters, both bow the end of your tree stand. What you will get are some
and sports, who will tell you that rewards that bowhunting offers which
you haven't thought
the hunt is more important than of. Come and join us!
the kill. Such a shift in priorities
is not to become soft but to Hardin Bowhunters and was decided that no further good
become more deeply tied to an culminated with fine supper of could be done that night, the
appreciation of nature and the fresh deer liver and onions trail was marked for an early
home-made morning return. The deer was
with
inner satisfaction received served
when one acquires the ability to biscuits. I joined the festivities found early the next morning
go into the natural environment after making my own evening further on down the trail.
and become a part of it without hunt. What I came away with Success through dedication and
disturbing
natural was a feeling of closeness to my determination to be shared
the
tranquility. Such is the stuff of fellows, a realization of how again!
faith and positive thinking. To much I loved what I was doing
To many people we of the
come away from an uneventful and .renewed determination to pond mud and grease paint are
the.
dedication
the
feeling of fullfilrnent is a gift so , Of
of, in our sport. Come and spend
perfect that it cannot be ex- bowhunters, there is a great your time pursuing the whiteplained to someone who ha',not deal to be said. -Witness - that tailed deer with bow and arrow.
chanced to- experience the upon ytt another evening of last The tewards you will reap are
feeling himself. Maybe my year's hunting season another beyond counting. Yoti may find
chance will come tomorrow friend, he of the wasp head and that the uninitiated will be
night or the next. Will I be the Allen compound bow, had tacken aback by your apmade a good hit on a buck deer pearance should you stop by
there? You can bet on it!
Of the success that comes .
t2_ at day's end. Upon learning of I.G,A. on your way home. But
•
•
the few it must be experienceT his good fortune, a search party you will be richly rewarded for
to be .believable. Witoesc the_ .was _Organized..by many of _The_ every minute that is invested in
scene of last year when, after tired bowhunters who had just our ancient sport. Be warned
several years without taking come into camp. The search that infection often follows the
game, my good friend, the contiAued into the night, the bugs bite and you will be inGhost, brought down a trail was quite diffici4to follow fected-with a terminal case of
magnificent bulik,'deer. The but clollow it we did, carefully bowhunting fever.
Com_starth may be the.un
Good— luck
work spread fifirind the joy Of marking- each evidence of-the
The new plastics nave been
arid— good- doing of litterbugs.
And while it may not rid the produced in USDA laboratories,
the event sweeps through all the deer's passing. When it was bowhunting.

Cornstarch May Stamp
Out Some Litterbugs

country of all types of litter. but have not yet been made
it does promise to ca down on commercially. Scientists think
it's possible -to term them,into
•the army of plastic polluters.
Agricultural researeit scien- trays,,touting utensils.. Packagtists have found that adding ing Materials, and other disposcorn starch to standard formu- able items. Another possibility
las for polyvinyl chloride and is their use in thin films for
polyvinyl alcohol makes new mulching vegetable crops.
Besides reducing litter polluplastics that are degradable
Most plastics now on the tion. scientists say the corn
market don't decompose easily, starch additive can stretch the
but accumulate in disposal supplies of petroleum-based
dumps and litter other areas raw materials now being used
Some release toxic compounds for standard plastics.

Sure, the pony really didn't
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The amount to much. He had never
following column expresses the been ridden, aiidhiwasn't even
opinion of the writer and does easy to catch. We can buy a
not necessarily reflect the much better pony. Try telling
editorial
views of
this that to a fiVe year old with tears
newspaper.;
in his eyes. The pony was HIS
OPINION
pony and the pony was dead.
By Hamp Brooks
Why? Why did my pony die?
Todays column is dedicated Why were the berries poison?
entirely to a pony and a certain Why didn't we cut the berry tree
five year old boy. The matter is down before it killed the pony?
simple, or is it? There was a Why did Jesus let my pony die?
storm which blew a lot of What will happen to my pony
leaves off of the trees and even now? Did you ever have a pony
some fruit such as apples and when you were little?
berries. There are some berries I remember a seventeen year
which are poison. The pony old boy whose pony was killed
didn't know it so he ate the when a storm blew a power line
berries. Last night the pony down on it. At seventeen you're
died.
supposed to be too big to cry but
As I sit here now, more fully you're not. At seventeen you're
aware perhaps, than ever supposed to know all the anbefore, of the awesome swers but you don't. Even at
responsibility of being a father, thirty plus you don't know
the answers don't come easy. nearly as many as you might

in

Taylor Motors
International Trucks

triternatioricif Scout\
Fourwheel Drive
Takes You To
presence
on a half

where

The Action, Is

T1372

.4

4WD
"rdrsitirn
I II
Hugh II right
Jen liad%
l‘dr 7.1reir

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617

Hwy. 641 S.

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
3i.tresfnu

Phone 753-8844

Cain & Treas
Motor Sales

jeep"

1119111
American
Motors

753-6448

806 Coldwater Rd

Lindsey';Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that

will meet your needs. Come,
in and see our line of-Seiko watches
114S. 5th

Murray, Ky.

7S3-1640

West Kentucky Guns
Smith & Wesson
Nand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
Gerrald Boyd
Phone: 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.

think.
Almost everyone still has
their pony. It may be a three
hundred dollar bicycle or a
superbly crafted\ shotgun: a
shiny new luxury car, a handmade bow, a truly fine set of
golf clubs, a rugged off road
trail bike, or maybe a Jeep.
Some of the boy still lurks
secluded in all of us.
Regardless of what your
"pony" is the stormy winds still
blow around about it. Poison
fruit has been with man for
many moons. The first man and
first woman fell victim to poison
fruit. Let us remember one
thing at this point, however.
Ponies are animals without the
power of reason: man may be
almost an animal I certainly
some today have reverted
closer than previous history
records( but he does possess the
power to think and know better.
Whether he does better is up to
his choosing.
We re living in an age where
it is a crime to speak the name
of God in a classroom and yet it
is perfectly permissible to sell
pictures of naked men and
women in acts even contrary to
nature itself. It is illegal to
advertise cigarettes on TV yet
the great and eminent good that
comes from drinking whiskey is

still thoroughly proclaimed
nightly and may soon creep into
the afternoon advertising. Two
weeks of the soap operas would
soon convince a person that
they are not normal if they are
happily married.
Ever since the Supreme Court
got around to perverting the
whole educational process and
Dr. Such and Such published the
great works on throwing away
the rod and letting Johnny -do
what he wants to. we have been eye. These things are neither
headed down a one way street good or bad in themselves but
called trouble. •
the people who participate
We are not too far from the make them whatever they
time when men can marry men really become.
and women can marry women.
It is true that the expectations
Sexual relations on the first Of society are no longer what
date is no longer considered they once were. It is also true
shocking. Smoking marijuana that a pendulum only swings so
is slowly being accepted sin( e it far and the rebound may be
is not as bad as heroin for worse than the beginning.
example. The same reasoning Mankind was accumulated a
would convince you that its all Jast encyclopedia of knowledge
right to point a loaded 22 at your but his use of it would best be
head and pull the trigger: just labeled as stupidity. We are
don't use a 44 magnum. Poison probably the smartest people
fruit is still around. The pori
who ever lived on this earth and
didn't know better. He ate it and also the dumbest.
he died. We are supposed
I had to confess that I really
know better. Aren't we"
didn't know the answer to all of
Whether your "pony" is four the questions which my five
wheeling, bicycling, boa!in,' year old son had asked. I
driving, golfing, tennis. hit::
suspect that only one man who
birdwatching, or whate'rr u ever lived had AI,I, the anwill pay you to keep a viw( hiul swers. The last question was a

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
little easier. "If I get another
pony will Jesus help me take
care of him?" My reply was
"Only if you let him."
Four wheelers have been
known to roam in areas of
poison fruit. We profess to being
no smarter and no dumber than
the rest of the human race.
Hopefully we are still "backward" enough to believe in a
few old fashioned things like
charity, courtesy, honesty,
marriage, and respect` for
others as well as overselves.
THERE NEVER WAS A
CHALLENGE
THAT
COULDN'T BE BUCKED AND
THERE NEVER WAS A FOUR
WHEELER WHO COULDN'T
GET STUCK. HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
and keep your "ponies" out of
the berry patch.

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru

Thurs.

6:30-1:00 Fri.4 Sdt`.

Murray Home & Auto
The Store lot the

14

Outdoor Sportsman

Bear'
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Cheer St

Plow 1512511

•

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
*Soles
*Service
*Ports
*Tune-up While The
Fishing is Slow .

:"Prompt:Efficient Service Is

HUTSON

•••

Sportsmen:

Business.'

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept

Chemical Co.
Inc.

Prescription Carefully 8
Accurately Filled

'jeHillier

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
.

Hunting & Fishing 'items
'ill

•

: Located W Railroad

arr. Neavrin

Our

Avenue

753-1933
a•••.

Ur he

sty

41

Tennis Department

41,

y
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Murray Little Leaguers Win Crown
Kendall Hurls Murray By Mayfield
10-0 And Cracks Another Homer
Kendall walked the bases
including the shot over the
floodwall by Kendall. Also loaded with one out in the sixth
ripping four-baggers were but settled down and fanned the
Robert Santagado and Robin next two men to wrap up the
Kern Kendall must be
win.
Roberts.
Laughing inside. He wasn't
Kendall finished the contest
Murray jumped on Mayfield
doing any laughing on the
with five big runs in the second with seven strikeouts and five
outside Friday night in Paducah
inning. Santagado started the walks. He had two sparkling
at the Little League Field. He
rally with a single and Kendall defensive plays on shots hit
didn't have time for it.
reached base when the short- back at the mound.
He was too busy pitching and
Santagado made four fine
stop's throw to second was late
knocking baseballs out of the
and Santagado slid in under the running catches of hard hit balls
park.
in center.
bag.
Mayfield Eastern wasn't
Santagado, Keith Overby, and
Keith Overby belted a line
laughing at all. Instead they
drive that skipped over the Bumphis all had two hits for
were left with a 10-0 loss as the
fence for a ground rule double Murray while Kim Wilson,
Murray Little League All-Stars
and that sent in the first run of Eddie Requarth, Mark Overbey
copped the District Chamthe contest. Darwin Bumphis and Mark Smith all hit safely.
pionship for the second conThe Little League All-Stars
followed by rapping a double
secutive year.
and driving in another run and will be playing at 7 p.m.
Kendall had simply been
Thursday against Henderson
Murray led 2-0.
- sensational in the tournament
Roberts grounded out to third for the Regional Championship.
to score another run and RBI The game will be played at
singles by Mark Smith and Kim Henderson.
Wilson scored two more.
Ihrrey
ab r h b
With one out in the third inThompson-ss
3
0
ning, Kendall came to the plate. WiLson-lf
1
2
1
4
Requarth-2b
With one out in the third inning,
CONGRATS FOR ROBERT - Robert Sontagado (third from left) receives congratulations from his teammates after belting a homer in the
2
3
Santagado-cf
he came back to the plate, Kendall-p
1
4
sixth inning of Friday's 10-0 win over Mayfield Eastern. From left to right are Scott Hill, Robin Roberts,-and Santagado.
2
2
jumping into the arms of his K. Overby-lb
2
3
Bumphts-rf
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
.
teamniates after belting a long Roberts-3b
3
1
1
3
Smith-c
homer.
0
1
Hill-ss
That blast gave Murray a 6-0 Klein-if
0
1
0
1
lead. Keith Overby belted Rhodes-lb
0
0
another double and Bumphis Mayfield-lb
0
0
M. Overbey-it
30 1 11 9
Totals
singled and Murray led 7-0.
054 001 10-11-1
Murray
The third time is a charm. At
0-5-0
000 000
Mayfteld
..leasLit Saas for'Robin Roberts.
After the single by Bumphis,
duel between David Mathis of
Two fine gameswere played
Roberts
came to the plate. for
he Orioles and Alan Gibbs of.
Friday night in the Pony
the third time in the tourthe Dodgers. The Orioles vedn
nament.
the contest, 5-2.
In the first contest, the Phils
He belted his homer, far over
Subscribers who have not
Mathis
fanned
five,
scattered
edged past the Indians 6-4.
the
fence in leftcenter and also
received their home-delivered
six hits and didn't walk anyone.
Danny Rogers Went the
over the floodwall, which was
copy of The Murray ledger 1.
Gibbs struck out seven, walked
distance on the mound for the
flooded
all during the tourTimes by 5:30 p. no. are urged
six
and gave up just three hits.
Phils and had eight strikeouts
nament by Murray homeruns.
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
Brad Taylor, Terry Gibson
and four walks. He scattered
Leading 9-0 going into the top ,4
and
m. and 6 p. m. to insure
Robert
Whitrner
each
had
-seven hits.
of the sixth,Murray crackest.;he
delivery of the newspaper.
--- Rogers also had a solo hornet -one-hit for the Orioles-For the-single digit mark by adding
Dodgers, Gibbs had two hitS•
Calls must be placed before 6
-in the fourth inning when the
MASTER AT WORK - Keen Kendall was the master of the moved another run as Santagado rifled
while Hal . Hendricks, Fred
Phils scored three times to go
Friday night as the Murray Little league All-Stars whipped Mayfield a long homer over the fence in
ahead for good and erase a 2-0 Kemp, Tim Berkley and Marty
Eastern 10-0 in a contest played at Paducah. Kendall allowed just dead center.
Guthrie had hits
Indian lead.
five hits in the contest.
McClure had two-hits for
.the Phils while Kenneth McCuiston, Danny Rogers, Bill
Wilson, Ricky Garland, Don
Rogers, Robert .Herndon, also
hit safely.
* For the Indians, Reed
Hainsworth had two hits while
Timmy Graham, Mike Pitman,
the .forth inning, four on a them 5'2 games ahead of secBy BRUCE LOWITT
grand-slam home run by Ellie ond-place Milwaukee in the
ANOTHER HIT - Robert Santagodo of the Murray Little League Eric Story, Mike Randolph and
AP Sports Writer
Making the All-Star team can Hendricks and a three more on East. Bill Lee pitched a six-hitAll-Stars slammed two hits Friday including a homerun. Santagado Donnie Howard had hits.
The nightcap was a pitching
make a pitcher feel pretty the first of two homers by Lee ter, giving up all the Royals'
sparkled in centerfield as he mode four fine running catches.
good. Not Making it made Gay- May. But Mike Cuellar still runs on Harmon Killebrew's
needed relief help when the fourth-inning double and his
lord-Perry feel even better.
"The All-Star break was the Twins erupted for four runs in ninth-inning homer.
A's 7, Indians 6
best thing that could have hap- the sixth, two on Lyman BosReggie Jackson and Billy
--petied for me," Perry said tock's double.
Red Sox 9, Royals 3
Williams knocked in two runs
after outdueling New York ace
Carl Yastrzemski and Jim apiece and Joe Rudi slugged a
Catfish Hunter Friday night,
hurling a four-hitter for the Rice highlighted a 13-hit attack homer to beat Cleveland and
*Use Vour MASTER CHIRGE Card
10-8 Friday
Texas Rangers and riding Mike with home runs to rout Kansas widen Oakland's West Division
10-7 Mon -Thurs
Bel-k r Shopping Center
1-6 Sun
9-2 Sat
Murray
Cubbage's run-scoring singlc in City and give the Red Sox their over Kansas City to 101 2
the seventh inning to a 1-0 vic- ninth straight victory, keeping games.
Getto know us; you'll like
tory over the Yankees.
In the rest of the American
League, Milwaukee blanked
California 2-0, Chicago shut out
Detroit 4-0, Baltimore beat Minnesota 9-6, Boston defeated
Kansas City 9-3 and Oakland
edged Cleveland 7-6.
"After I pitchs.J last Thursday in Boston," Perry said,
"Manager Billy Martin told me
to just go ahead and go home
and get my family moved to
Texas then relax and forget
about baseball.
"It was good to get away for
a while. It was like a long four
years, that first half of the season. That's the first time I've
had four straight days off like
that in a long time and I definitely think it helped.
"I felt like I had better stuff
tonight than any other tApe this
season," added Perry, who
struck out four and walked two
en route to improving his
record to 8-14.
Hunter, 12-9, matched him
The harder your air conditioner has to
Vent your clothes dryer 4° the outside.
with shutout innings until the
Also distributor for
work to cool your home, the more kilowattseventh, when Lenny Handle
walked and came around on
hours of electricity you'11 be using, and the A Cook, wash, 'and dry in the cooler
singles by Toby Harrah and
hours
more you'll bepaying.
Cubbage.
You can enjoy the comfort of air condiUse a high-efficiency air conditioner
Brewers 2, Angels 0
tioning for less energy and less money if
Nolan Ryan, 10-10, absorbed
one with an EER rating of 8 or higher.
his seventh straight loss and
you follow these suggestions.
admitted he had nobody to
And, finally, never let your air condiInsulate your house — ceilings, floors,
blame but himself.
tioner's filter get
and walls, it possible.
"I'm just in a slump and III
overly dirty. Clean or
have to pitch my way out of
Install storm doors and winreplace it -every 30
it," he added. "I've never real.
dows.
days.
ly gotten down on myself in
0
this slump."
White Sox 4, Tigers 0
'Southpawi Jim Kaat twirled a
four-hitter against the Tiger, to
become nuijor league's first I
game winner and the White sir(
.er"
"The World; Grainkeep
gave him more than eno,
DRYING AND SCORAGE. BINS • DRYING FANS ANOHEATERS
support with a four-run
AERATION FANS ANDDUCTS • DRYING FLOORS • GRAIN SPREADERS
inning, two_searing on ihiekv
UNLOADING EQUIPMENT • VERTICAL-AND INCLINE AUGERS • BIN
faqirs single.
Murray-Mayfield
SWEEPS • MOISTURE TESTERS- • "'IMPERIAL.- ALL:STEEL
LOINGS
Orioles 9, Twins h
753-5012
The Orioles • got all tl
they iieeded eight of 1.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

during the first two Murray
wins. He came in the game
Tuesday night against Fulton,
batted only twice and hit two
long homertuis.
In the win over Mayfield
Western Thursday night,
Kendall homered his first time
at bat for his third consecutive
four-bagger. And he didn't
waste any time at All Friday
night in picking up where he left
off.
He hit his fourth homer of the
tournament, pitched a dazzling
shutout and made some super
fielding plays from his mound
spot.
Once again, the powerful
Murray bats boomed. Three
homers were hit in-the contest,

,
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Orioles And Phils Get
Wins In Pony League
•

•

Miss Your Paper?

'1

•
••••,./..e

Not Making All Star Team
Best Thing for Gaylord Perry

The Grain Drying and
Storing Experts Have
Come to Town!
Agri-Products

Murray, Ky.

753-2958

has just been appointed
as an authorized

modern farm systems center

cut cooling
0491111601
3

Tri-Star Gooseneck
Grain Trailers

Miracle-Span Steel Buildings

I
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Lee Stewart Wins Junior Black Elder Grabs Lead At Pleasant Valley Golf
Patch; Howard Boone Takes 2nd

eld
per

the bases
in the sixth
I fanned the
rap up the

the contest
Is and five
3 sparkling
shots hit

four fine
ard hit balls

,

Aterby, and
wo hits for
m Wilson,
rk Overbey
hit safely.
e All-Stars
at 7 p.m.
Henderson
impionship.
played at

ab
3
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2

1

4
3
4
2
3
3
3
1

1
2
1
2
2
1
1

1
1

30 1 11 9
364 001 10-11-1
300 COO
0-0-0

V

JUNIOR BLACK PATCH WINNER - Lee Stewart shows the form he
used in winning the Junior Black Patch golf tournament at the Princeton Golf 8. Country Club Thursday and Friday. Stewart finished
the 36-hole tournament with a 72-72-144, one stroke ahead of
Howard Boone, also of Murray, who led the first day but was three.
over the second and finished with a 71-74-145. The team composed
of 9"taiwer4'; Boom-Gary -Sullivan-and Lynn Sullivan, playing for tire
Murray Country Club won the team trophy by more than 20 strokes.

Murray's Lee Stewart
finished with a strong two-under
par 33 on the back nine of the
par 71 Princeton Golf & Country
Club Course Friday to win the
Championship Flight In 1975
Junior Black Patch Tournament, one of the most
prestigeous junior tournaments
in the area. Stewart finished
with a 72-72-144, one stroke
ahead of teammate Howard
Boone.
Two other young men from
Murray, playing out of the
Murray Country Club along
with Stewart and Boone combined scores to win the fourman team trophy. They were
Boone with rounds of 71-74-145;
Lynn Sullivan, 73-77-150; and
Gary Sullivan, 75-75-150. The
group captured the team trophy
by more than 20 strokes.
Boone's 71 was the first day
leader but Stewart played the
back,nine under par both days
of the 36-hole event to capture
the win.
Friday's final around saw
Stewart playing even par on the
first six holes with a bogey on
the par three, 160-yard number
five hole and a birdie on the par
five, 475-yard sixth, but he ran
into trouble on seven, eight and
nine with three consecutive
bogeys, finishing with a 3-over,
39.
Stewart began making his
charge on the par three, twelfth
hole with a birdie and picked up
another bird on The par five, 535-

with the two birds.

3-11Friday
1-4Sun

PORTS
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

win here, to going back again,"
Elder said after his eaglespiced, four-under-par 67 had
given him the lead in Friday's
second round of the $200,000
Pleasant Valley Golf Classic.
"I'm very happy to be in this
position, "the 41-year-old Elder
said after compiling a tworound total of 135, seven-under-

par for two trips over the hilly,
7,119-yard Pleasant Valley
Country Club course. "Now the
other guys have to catch me."
His confidence may be just a
trifle premature, however.
Lurking over his shoulder,
just one shot back, is Lee Trevino, one of the game's most
deadly, most-feared corn-

Widbly Early Victim As NFL
Teams Open Training Camps
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer

Edward Bennett Williams.
Thomas, who did not sign a
Veteran Ron Widby, the Na- contract last season and betional Conference's fifth-ranked came a free agent May 1, is
punter in 1972, was an early expected to be at the Redskins'
victim as National Football training camp in Carlisle, Pa.,
League teams opened their 1975 Saturday night when the veterans report.
training camps.
Washington Coach George AlThe Green Bay Packers punt- len, however, has said Thomas
er, who averaged 43.1 yards
per punt in 1974 but sat out last
year after undergoing back surgery to correct a disc problem,
failed his physical examination.
. "It was not unforeseen, but
you hate to lose a punter of his
caliber," said Packers' Coach
Bart Starr.
Widby, who also played in the
American Basketball Association in 1967, was obtained by
the Pack before the 1972 season
from the Dallas Cowboys.
"He's a fine, fine man,"
Starr said of Widby, "but we
just couldn't accept him the
way he was physically."
Wttrafis' Were• to other teams
sent
Friday and
a rookie returned to the New
York Giants.
The New York Jets traded
five-year veteran cornerback
Earlie Thomas to the Buffalo
Bills for an undisclosed future
draft choke. Thomas, 29, was a
starter for the Jets until last
season.
The Baltimore Colts acquired
two veteran linebackers-Jim
Cheyunski from Buffalo and Al
Cowlings from the Houston Oilers.
" •

would not be permitted to practice until he signs a contract.
The Kansas City Chiefs
trimmed their roster Friday by
dropping 14 rookies and free
agents. Those cut included veteran running backs Dave Atkins and Roy Snell. Both previously played with the San
Francisco 49ers.

C,Ileytinski,_ a 6-foot-1,
pound middle linebacker, was a
Bills starter for the last two
years and is in his eighth season in the NFL. Cowlings, 6-5,
240, is in his sixth year and was
the Bill's first-round draft
14th homer of the season, a ing into the seventh when Mike choice in 1970. He was traded
shot into the left field bleach- Schmidt and Maddox beat out to Houston in 1973.
Ricky Townsend, the barefoot
ers.
bunts against loser J.R. RichCincinnati scored four more ard, who had retired 13 straight rookie kicker who left the team
Wednesday, returned to the Giruns in the fourth. Winner Gary batters.
ants' training camp Friday.
Nolan, 9-5, walked and Row
Giants 2, Cardinals 1
Former Atlanta Falcons runsingled and Chuck Taylor reChris Speier's 10th-inning ning back Harmon Wages was
placed Blair. Nolan scored
when shortstop Pepe Frias mis- single gave San Francisco its picked up as a free agent by
victory over St. Louis. Von Philadelphia. Eagles Coach
played Griffey's grounder.
The Expos chased Nolan in Joshua led off the 10th against Mike McCormack said he feels
the sixth when Gary Carter hit Greg Terlecky with a single the 28-year-old Wages is "a
his 11th homer.
and was bunted to second by good athlete...an outstanding
Derrel Thomas. Bobby Murcer receiver. Last season, Wages
received an intentional walk, played with the Jacksonville
Dodgers 4, Pirates 3
Manny Moth's pinch double both runners moved up on Ted Sharks of the World Football
delivered two runs in the eighth Simmons' passed ball, then League.
In Washington, an attorney
inning, leading Los Angeles to Willie Montanez was walked ina comeback victory over Pitts- tentionally before Speier sin- for running back Duane Thomas met with Redskins President
burgh. Bill Buckner singled and gled to left-center field.
Jimmy Wynn walked to set up
Moth's game-.winning hit off reliever Ramon Hernandez. The
rally wiped out the Pirates'
By The Associated Press
California (Tanana 7 5 and
three-run uprising in the top of
American League
Singer 69) at Cleveland (HarriEast
the inning.
son 4-2 and Eckersley 6-2), 2,
W L Pct. GB (t-n)
Braves 4, Mets 3
Boston
52 37 .584 Kansas City (Pattin 7-5) at

- Shirt
4of
Steel
r'ecich

Belted Radials
BR78-13
„
1 1R78-lei
FR78-14

One Of Few Chances During Year

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Atlanta, aided by two New
York errors, scored three times
in the fifth inning in a rally
capped by Darrell Evans'
double and went on to beat the
Mets. The game was a scoreless pitching duel between Atlanta's Carl Morton, 11-9, and
New York's Jon Matlack, 10-8,
when the Braves exploded for
three runs.
Phillies 7, Astros 4
Garry Maddox tripled to key
a three-run second inning, then
beat out a bunt single to help
Philadelphia score three runs
in the seventh and beat Houston. The Phillies trailed 4-3 go-

Milwaukee
New York
Baltimore
Cleveland
Detroit

47 43 .522 5112
45 43 .511
61/3
43 44 ,494 8
40 48 .455 111
/
2
40 49 .4.19 12
West
Oakland
57 32 .640 Kansas City 47 43 .522 101/2
Chicago
42 46 .477 141/2
43 49 .467 151/2
Texas
California
41 52 .441 18
Minnesota
39 50 .438 18
Friday's, Results
Baltimore 9, Minnesota 6
Boston 9, Kansas City 3
Oakland 7, Cleveland 6
Milwaukee 2, California 0
Chicago 4, Detroit 0
Texas 1, New York 0
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee (Travers 4-3) at
Chicago (Jefferson 1 4)
Oakland (Blue 12-7 and Perry
4 7) at Baltimore (Mitchell 0-0
and Grimsley 511), 2, (t-n)

Almo
Tractorand
Trailer Maintenance
North of Murray on Highway 641

Cummins and Detroit work a specialty
24-hour Service Seven Daysa Week

Telephone 753-8091

,

Detroit (Coleman 6-12), (n)
New York (May 7-6 or Medich 711 ) at Minnesota (Corbin
5-6), (n) (preceded by corn
pletion of July 12 suspended
game)
Boston (Wise 11-6) at Texas
(Hargan 6-5), (n)
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee at Chicago, 2
Kansas City at Detroit
Oakland at Baltimore
California at Cleveland
New York at Minnesota
Boston at Texas, 2, (1-n)
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
56 34 _622 1
2
P.hilphia
51 40 .560 6/
1
2
44 43 .506 10/
New York
St. Louis
43 45 .489 12
Chicago
43 49 .467 14
Montreal
36 49 .424 17,
West
Cincinnati
62 30 674
Angeles 50 43 538
Los
S.Francisco
42 48 467 19
San Diego
42 50 457 20
Atlanta
-40 50 444 21
Houston
33 61 .351 tO
Friday's Results
Cincinnati 10, Montreal 3
Atlanta 4, New York 3
Philadelphia 7, Houston 4
San Diego 4, Chicago 2
Los Angeles 4, Pittsburgh 3
San Francisco 2, St. Louis 1,
10 innings
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati (Norman 531 at
Montreal (Renko 4-6)
Atlanta (Dal Canton 0 0) at
New York (Seaver 135)
St. Louis (McGlothen tooi at
San Francisco (Montefusco 14)
at
Houston (Dierker 8qt
Philadelphia -(ChriStenSOn 4 It.
(n)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 74) 'or
Reuss 106) at Los Angeles
(Sutton 13 8), (f-n)
Chicago (Slone 7 3) at San
Diego (Freisleben 9),

Sunday's Games

Andrew Potter
Owner and Mechanic

last night. I got to 45 and had
to quit. But I'm just glad to be
able to hop up and down. I get
tired pretty easy, but other
than that I'm okay."
Another stroke back, two
shots behind the leader at 137,
were Rod Curl, Ben Crenshaw,
George Johnson and Bud Allin.
Curl, the first round leader,
slipped to a 71 when, he said,
"my swing kind of went haywire a couple of times." Allin
played his back nine in 31 on
his way to a 67 while Johnson
and Crenshaw each had 68.
Hale Irwin, who needs to finish ninth or better in this tournament to vault past the absent
Jack Nicklaus and Johnny Miller into the season's moneywinning lead, was in a fight for
the top spot until he bogeyed
his final hole. He finished with
a 68 and remained in strong
contention at 138.
Elder has been in a slump
since his Masters,appearance.

Lw

Hits-Grand Stammer In
By KEN 'RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Toni-Perez came up to bat
and guess what? The bases
were loaded.
The way Joe Morgan has
been driving in runs this year,
it's been tough for me," said
Perez. "I've been up a few
times this year with the bases
loaded-but not much."
It was such a pleasant surprise that Perez took advantage
of it-hitting a home run that
led the Cincinnati Reds to a 103 victory over the Montreal
Expos Friday night.
The grand slam was the
fourth of Perez' career and,
along with a run-scoring
grounder, boosted his RBI to 61
this year, not bad considering
the way Morgan is hitting in
front of him.
"I guess," admitted Perez,
"this is my fastest start since
1970."
The victory kept Cincinnati's
12'1-game lead intact in the
National League West. The second-place Los Angeles Dodgers
didn't lose any ground, beating
the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-3. In
the other NL games, Atlanta
beat New York 4-3, Philadelphia turned back Houston 74, San Diego defeated Chicago
4-2 and San Francisco nipped
St. Louis 2-1 in 10 innings.
Montreal starter Dennis
Blair, 6-10, loaded the bases in
the third inning on walks to
Pete Rose, Ken Griffey and Joe
Morgan and, after Johnny
Bench struck out, Perez staked
the Reds to a 4-1 lead with his

petitors and the man who first
thwarted Elder's bid for a spot
in the Masters.
That came in 1972 when Trevino beat Elder in a sudden
death playoff for the Greater
Hartford Open title and an
automatic spot in the Masters.
Elder eventually acquired the
invitation with a triumph in the
1974 Monsanto Open.
Now they're locked in a
struggle again. Trevino, whose
66 was the best round of the
hot, hazy, muggy day, has a
136 total halfvfay through this
chase for a $40,000 first prize.
"It was a really good, solid
round-the first I've had in
some time." Trevino said.
But the subdued Trevino is
still on the mend from a lightning jolt he received in his last
American start, the Western
Open.
"I'm not able to do all my
exercises yet," he said. "I used
to skip rope 200 times. I tried it

At Ewing Tire Service we've got
the tire for everyone's needs!

Ygs.1 17:!--kk-4411951-4-106-----Fsdr-ether
nine with seven pars to go along

)aper?

have not
e-delivered
y Ledger 1,
. are urged
hween 5:30
. to insure
newspaper.
id before 6

SUWON, Mass.(A?)- The
traumatic experience of being
the first black to play in the
Masters put Lee Elder in a
slump both before and after
that famed spring tournament
in Augusta, Ga.
But he's looking for a chance
to try It again.
-I'm looking forward, after I

Atlanta at Montreal, 1, ' 1st
game completion of Mat; 15
Suspended game) Cincinnati -et
Philadelphia
Houstcp at New York
Pittsburgh at San Francisco,
2
St. Louis at San Diego, 7
Chicago at Los Angeles

GR78-14

$3595

14lt78-14 4615

$4045 GR78-15 $4405

'4225
'44"

HR78-15' $4615
JR78-15 $4945
LR7845 $5305

All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. of $1 33-S31°
II Gas economy • White Sidewall
IR Magic Carpet Ride

III better handling

LUBE & OIL
CHANGE

S395

Let Us Replace Your Worn Out Muffler

•
rvin,

/AI\

(1011.*

HEAVY DUTY

SHOCKS
AIR
SHOCKS

$1095
Installed,44

$5495

PER PAIR Installed
FOR TOW-GO-OR SHOW

Front End Alignment

BRAKES

with Trained Mechanic
and
Hunter Equipment

_

RELINED
ALL 4 WHEELS
(Drum Typo)

• ell

Disc Brakes
Slightly Highor
Turn Drums Extra

MINTER
•

Parts &
Labor
Included

$4995

No Money Down -Six Months To Pay
for fast in-the-fieldservice

Shop Ewing
Tire Service
868 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points, Murray, Kentucky,

Phone 753-3164 Hours Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-:30 Sat. 7:30-4:00

.141, 4111•410 18.--4.•

••••••••
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Special Sermon By
Dr. Roos For First
Christian Church

Army Admits To Experiments
With LSD on 1,500 Persons
WASHINGTON (API - The
Army says some 1,500 soldiers
and civilians took part in service-sponsored tests of LSD during the 1950s and '60s and that
it is trying to track down the
subjects to determine whether
any suffered after-effects from
the hallucinogenic drug.
In its first official announce-

ment of the full scope of the
experiments, the Army said
Friday night it knows of 585
persons, mostly soldiers, who
were tested directly by the military at the Eclgewood, Md.,
Arsenal, Ft. Benning, Ga., Ft.
Bragg, N.C., and the Dugway
Proving Ground in Utah between 1959 and 1967.

Crossword Puzzler
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In addition, it said roughly
900 civilians were subjects of
Army-sponsored LSD experimentation between 1956 and
1959 at the University of Maryland Psychiatric Institute, the
New York Psychiatric Institute,
the University of Wisconsin, the
University of Washington Medical School and the Tulane University Department of Neurology and Psychiatry.
As it has in previous statements, the Army stressed that
only volunteers were used in
the experiments. It said the
tests, ended in 1967, were
aimed at determining the effects of LSD on military performance.
An Army spokesman said the
service has the names of the
585 persons who participated in
the original series of tests and
is trying to contact them to set
up physical and mental evaluation of any after-effects.
But he said the Army has no
list of the 900 or so others and
will rely on the universities and
hospitals involved to come up
with their names.
The announcement indicated
that the Army has not completed plans for the checkups,
but it said they would have to
be performed at several locations because of the large number of persons involved.
The National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council Medical Followup Agency
and the Veterans Administration will be asked to help

1111
,ill

The examinations already
have begun in a limited way,
with an effort to examine 34
soldiers given LSD in tests at
Ft. Berming in 1960.

"Religious Freedom" Jefferson's ,Fair Experiment" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Dr. David C. Roos at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 20, at the First
Christian Church.
William
Mrs.
Porter,
director, will direct the choir it
the
singing
anthem,
"Benedictus Es Domine" by
Titcomb, with Gary Galloway
as the organist.
Ron Mitchell will be the
worship leader with Paul Austin
as candle lighter and Walt
Apperson arid Johnny Reagan
as elders. Henry Fulton, Terry
Canupp, B. D. Hall, John Ford
Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKell, and Steve Shaw will
serve as elders.
Greeters will be Mrs. M. C.
Ellis, Mrs. Henry Fulton, and
Henry Holton.
The flowers will be by the
Wear-Helm Service Circle
Class. A red rose bud on the
chancel rail will be in honor of
Michael Scott McKeel, baby son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan McKee].
The youth grotips will meet at
six p.m. Sunday for supper with
meetings at 6:30 p.m.
The annual program planning
session by the Functional
Conunittee of the church will
meet at seven p.m. Sunday at
the church library'.

Bro. Walsh To Conduct
Program In Missouri

House OKs Integration
Of PE In Public Schools
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
House has changed its mind
and agreed that schools must
integrate their physical education courses by sex.
Its 215-178 vote Friday ended
the threat of a loophole in the
sweeping rules implementing a
1972 law banning sex discrimination in education, which
take effect on Monday.
The so-called "Title 9" rules
would require equal access at
all levels of sports, except
those such as football or basketball involving hard contact,
to both women and men.
The House last spring, however, accepted an amendment
by Rep. Bob Casey, D-Tex., to
a $7.9-billion educational bill to
let local schools decide which
physical education courses
were appropriate for both women and men and which could
remain for men only.
The Senate refused such an
amendment, the conferees
couldn't agree and Wednesday
the House by a one-vote margin, 212-211, reiterated its support for the Casey amendment.
The Senate continued its opposition to the amendment
Thursday by a 65-27 vote and
the House backed dont-Friday.
"It's not just a matter of
sports - it is women's economic and political future we're
talking about," said Rep. Bella

IRS Agrees To Forgive Fines
Owed iltiluntilatharilatS
3ir
dcfay.

School week, July 21-25.
The conference will be held at
Windemere Baptist Conference
Center, Lake of the Ozarks,
Missouri.
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2. Notice

2. Notice

IF YOU have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

FOR SALE

Air Conditioning

15 Arti

Unit
100
for double wide
mobile home
39 000 BTU
Only 2 to Sail

WILL THE person who
took the green arid white,
broad leaf, potted plant
from my front porch
Monday night, please
return it.

TOPPE
truck.
mobile
8706.

NOTICE

TOMAT1
cents
Stake(
E., Mu

WARD- ELKINS
Court Square-Murra)

Approximately 12,000 sq. it of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray, Ky.,Phone 753-3342

Correction
Well
located
on
Keenland Drive. 4
bedroom brick veneer
on large lot. Central gas
heat, central air, 2
baths, kitchen with all
built ins, double carport, wall to wall carpet,
drapes. $39,900.
The price was iscerrect
Friday's Aterrey Lodger
Tines.

I,

Guy
Spann
Realty-w
If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance
753-9332
Hapital Emergency...

-_

thing in this town," said MS
district director Paul Niederecker. "I see IRS not coming off
too good in this thing. But from
my standpoint the settlement is
excellent (since) it will stop litigation.
"The Dunns do not have any
money, at least none that we
know of," Niederecker said. "I
The Dtuuis are now serving
think it's a good - settlement
15-year prison terms for income,
since in this country we don't
tax invasion. They have already served sentences on put people in jail for not paying
charges of misusing depositors
When the state closed the two
money.
building and loan association f
In return for the
pardon,
the Dunns agreed to pay $230, April, 1972, more than 18,000
and to give the government a depositors lost money. Prudenpart of anything they may tial depositors are expected to
make over $12,000 a year for eventually get back more than
approximately the next ten half the $34 million they had in
savings accounts, and Ameriyears.
can depositors will probably
Both the Dunns are now eli- lose less than ten per cent of
gible for federal parole. Ac- their $18 million.
cording to their lawyer, J.
The Dunns will pay 20 per
Leonard Walker, they are not cent of anything they earn beagreeing that the IRS' assess- tween $12,000 and $15,000 each
ment of their debt is correct, year to the IRS, 30 per cent of
but are agreeing to the settle- anything between $15,000 and
ment to avoid expensive court $20,000, and 50 per cent of anthfights.
ing over 520,000 per year, Nie"This is a very sensitive derecker said.

SQUIRE
437-4747

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poisiiiirontriirs 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need IAne... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2=8

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

APPRO3
oak bt
hundre(

5. Lost And Found

BULLDi
cold w
and ex
soil. RI
753-9398

LOST: Blue tool box,
Thursday afternoon
containing Carpenter
tools, between Dexter and
Alrno Heights. Reward
Cotton
Call
$25.00
Coursey; 753-9207.

16.

DALLAS, Tex. t AP -While
21-year-old Jerry Davis was
stuck in a hospital elevator, his
wife gave birth to quintuplets.
"I think we're going to have
to get another house," Davis
said Friday after he emerged
from the elevator at Parkland
Hospital to find that his wife,
Debbie, 20, delivered four girls
and a boy.
Dr. Charles Rosenfeld, Southwestern Medical School professor. a member of the delivery
team, gave the babies each a
50-50 chance of survival. The
babies were listed in stable but
guarded condition. Mrs. Davis
was listed in good condition.
The children are the couple's
first..., second, third, fourth
and fifth.
Davis, who makes about $175
a week as a mechanic at a Dallas equipment company, deas
aceaked his condition
"shocked."
The delivery team was
shocked too - only four babies
were expected.
or. Jack Pritchard, another
member of the 20-member delivery team, said he was not
aware of the fifth baby until he
made a final check.
"I felt adother little bottom
ind I knew we had a bonus,"
he said. „
Davis said his wife's doctors
first told them to expect one
chfld, then two, and then three.
She had taken fertility drugs.
Davis said he found his elevator waiting room frustrating.
"I began wondering if I'd
ever get out of there. I thought
somebary Was trying to play a
trick on me." he said.
He said that every time -he
pushed the button that opens
the door, all be- saw was "a
brick wall."
Hospital -Officrei said The

SELE(
panelirq
$2.75 an
mate!
Bathroo
$45.00 a
decorati
sheets,
Cabinet
sq. ft. In
paint*Fibergl
cents to

A THREE MONTH OLD
male puppy, black and
white, mixed breed.
Found on Elm Street near
hospital. Call 753-1970.

6. Help Wanted
BODY..-MAN
,
.16ffr11 _experience, good working
conditions and pay. Must
be sober, dependable and
willing to work. Also
furnish references. If
you don't meet these
qualifications, don't
apply. Apply in person to
Chaparel Motors, Highway 94 E. by Town and
Country Yamaha or call
753-9273 for interview.

Lusul a

-:
,-$5.75 to
Tuck Sa
Box 88,
Phone 51

17. Vac

ELECTR
and set
Montgon
day or r

RESTAL'R ANT
WORK,
male and female. 18 and
OVer only need apply.
CARING-IS- sharfrig.-iVe------- Prefer out of
school and
care NEEDLINE, 753able to work days. Send
6333.
personal
description
past work record, your
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARphone number toBox 121
BER Shop, 209 Walnut
Shady Oaks.
Street. Also Watkins
Products. 753-9067.
EXPERIENCED
SALESMAN, or person
WILL THE one who picked
willing
to
learn.
up the piece of equipment,
Guaranteed salary acbring it back near the
cording to qualifications.
Green Plain Church
Must be 21 years of age
Road? You were seen.
and have a late model
car. Apply at 203 S. 5th
Street,
9 to 5, Monday
ADVERTISING
through Friday, or call
DEADLINES
753-2428.
All display ads,
'classified displays and
9. Situations Wanted
regular display, must be
!i submitted by 12 noon,
15 the
day
before
VET NEEDS JOB. Full or
publication.
part time. Trained auto
All reader classifieds ,
mechanic with tools.
Must be submitted by 4
Leave message at 436p.m. the day before
2544.
smallest baby, a girl, weighed 1
publication.
pound, 14 ounces, while the oth• ▪'
41
10. Business Opportunity
ers ranged from two pounds to
more than three pounds each.
JACK AND Jill - openings
The boy, at 3 pounds, 10
for children. Infants MANAGEMENT TEAMS.
ounces, was the largest.
years. Drop-in service.
Man and wife needed to
Davis and his wife - child753-9922.
operate new 50,000 dollars
hood sweethearts who have
Tasty Burger Store in
been married for three years your town. Will lease
live in Lewisville, just north of
building, equipment on a
Dallas.
percentage basis to the
Prior to the Davis -.children,
right party. School you in
the most recent set of quints in
our procedures, place you
be
the United States was born last
in a position to earn high
, closed
September to Mark and Paincome. Call Mr. James
1.1,
mela Levy in Cincinnati, Ohio.
collect 615-373-2414 at
Mrs. Levy, too, had taken feronce
preparing for the
tility drugs.
final markdown sale
12. Insurance
When fertility drugs are not
on summer merused, the odds are 85 million to
chandise.
one against the birth of quinHEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
tuplets, hospital officials say.
problem. Call 753-1976.
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARRev. Carpenter Will
ilER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Also Watkins
1
"The
sooner you call,
Direct Church Camp
Products. 753-9067.
the
sooner
Rev. Mickey Carpenter.
associate minister of the First
you save
United Methodist Church, will
Phone
753-0489
serve as Co-Director of a Junior
High
Dealer
Church Camp
Authorized
at
Lakeshore Methodist Assem14. Want To Buy
Stacy Adams Shoes
bly, July 21-26.
Youth from the Murray
FOUR HALF beds, good,
church attending will include
used. Three chest of
Karen Brandon and Elizabeth
drawers. Cheap. Call 753Hendon.
8202.

MURRA'
Center,
Bel-Air
Can 753

19. Farm

CASE
AC12. 3
Call 436

660 CASE
and ca
"reel, he
cornhei
conditio

410
MASSE'
combinf
tires, pi
control.
dition.
only. Ci

19 FOO
trailor t
rubber
brakes.
removal
hauling
5:00. CA
5:00 cal

King's Den
will

NEW IDI
row cor
case di,
conditioi

20 Spor
FOURT
fibergliu
P. Eviru
trailer,
included
17-2749
17' W001
250 h.
board
tery, r
Owner
Price of
trailer.

Kings Den

BOLLS HONORED
,
Jerry L. Bolls, sales
representative for Mutual of
Omaha and United of Omaha in
Murray, has been recognized as
one of the top 10 representatives
for United in a Company-wide
competition for the month of
aanriated with
Am:. -Bolls
the R. B. Condon Agency, Incorporated, general ageney for
Mutual of Omaha and United of
Omaha in Kentucky.

FOUR1
fibergl;
and tra
753-4064
FOR Si
inch Di
Call 751

USED CB. Call after 6:00
753-4358.
GOOD ("SEE) Freezer, Call
753-39111
USED DEHUMIDIFIER
for house. Call 753-5924 or
753-168k.
JUSED BOAT TRAILER 16'runabout boat. Call, 7535924 or 753-1681.

Horn

TWIN It
spring
Like I
too. $11

LOST ONE LARGE TYPE
Blue Tick Beagle. Dog
was last seen in Old
Salem Community. Call
753-6566.

Quintuplets Born While
Dad's Stuck In Elevator

514

- SORRY r•
UNDERCARRIAGE 15
E3L1ILT TOO aose TO
17-ie. ROAD-

DOES IT BEST

LOUISVILLE' Ky. (AP) The Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) has agreed to forgive
$7.8 milli5n in fines owed it by
H.M. Dunn Sr., 76, and his son,
H.M. Dunn Jr., in connection
with the collapse in 1972 of the
Prudential and American building and loan associations.

rR.s

-1.:LL SNEAK
IN AND TAKE
A PEEK

A WANT AD

Abzug, D-N.Y., who was actively buttonholing members for
their support during the vote.
Also at issue in addition to
physical education was the permission in the Casey amendment to keep as single-sex oaganizations honorary and professional fraternities and sororities.
Casey had argued that women and men had inherently different physical capabilities and
that the Department of Health,
Education and Labor had no
business telling local schools to
provide physical education
classes for both sexes.
Rep. Andrew Young, D-Ga.,
said he had some advice for his
male colleagues worried about
their daughters mingling with
boys in the locker rooms.
He said his 40-year-old wife is
in better physical shape than
their three teen-age daughters
and one reason is because she
grew up competing in smalltown sports activities with her
male companions. His daughters, he said, have not had similar opportunities.
"I think it woul be better to
learn how to handle young men
at the age of 10 in the locker
room than to have them be
prissy little honey children and marry at age 20 and have
to learn then what it's all
about," Young said.

Bro. Edward T.(Ned Walsh,
minister of youth of the First
Baptist Church, will conduct the
i?auth pr2grarn for the Missouri

iillit Corivelition's
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17 FT. STEUERY boat. 14" TV, 1950 Vintage.
Convertable top, side
Radio-record player
curtains and back drop. 65 combination. Nice
H. P. Johnson Loop
cabinet, reasonable. Call
charger engine. Heavy
435-4455.
duty Sterling trailer with
spare wheel. Electric
Bilge pump. Used about YES WE do repair stereos
and tape players, and
12 hours. $2,650. Call 753other
electronic equip7536.
ment. See Tom Resig at
Chuck's Music Center.
Call 753-3682.
FOR SALE 20 gauge
Remington 1100 shot gun. COLOR CONSOLE Zenith
Lightweight, improved
T. V. One year old. 38 and
cylinder with venelated
22 pistol. Call 753-0323
rib. 2 years old. $150.00. from 6 a. m. to
12:30 noon.
Phone 435-4264.

32. Apartments For' Rent

IRMimaz

46 Homes For Sale

6 Homes For Sal;

51 Services Offered

NEW YORK

BY OWNER, 1517 Johnson COLDWATER, 1 year, LICENSED
ELECBlvd. Very nice 3
new, large 3 bedroom
TRICIAN - Prompt,
pammusa
mmanama
ammil
Retired
Couples
bedroom brick, electric
house. Extra large lot, 2
15. Articles For Sale
efficient service. No job
Where one is 62 or over and
heat, dining room, kitcar attached garage,
too small. Call Ernest
guilt) the(OINt41311101/ Witt pay
chen with diswasher, I
TOPPER FOR long bed
patio, separate laundry
White. 753-0605.
a large portion of your monthly
CLOSED
truck. 23 channel CB
bath, utility. Carport,
rental New one and two
room, central air and
bedroom apartments in Murray
mobile radio. Call 753paved drive, nice carpet
IN
heat, built-in range and ROY HARMON'S CarTHE EVENT
Manor Central Mr conditacinuig
8706.
throughout, storm doors
CF FIRE,CALL
dishwasher. Expenter Shop (old ice
and heat Stove, refrigerator
71-1E NEXT
and windows. Patio,
traordinary. Must see to
and water furnished
plant). Complete
AVAILABLE FIRE
fenced and lighted back
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
remodeling and repairs,
TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
Murray Manor Apts.
STATION
Lawn. Lot 95' frontage,
cents each. Redmon
cabinets, paneling, doors,
Diuguid Drive
168' deep. Lots of shade,
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
'farmica work, finish
16 trees. Close to schools, THREE ACRES land, six
753-8668
E., Murray.
carpentry, contracting.
room house, double
shopping centers and
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
carport. Call 753-9378, 753quiet neighborhood.
nights.
BEDROOM furnished
ONE
7494,
or
753-7263.
APPROXIMATELY 500 ft.
Reason for
selling,
Adjacent
apartment.
to
oak boxing. $5.00 per
moving out of town.
University Campus. Air
LARGE GRACIOUS home, WILL KEEP elderly lady
hundred feet.
Priced at $27,500. Call 753conditioned. Very nice
in private state approved
shaded
yard, ideal
8575 after 4 p. m.
and clean. Couple only.
home. Reasonable rates
27. Mobile Home Sales
downtown location, first
trE69
Welcome
to
view.
BULLDOZER, WHITE
Phone 753-3805.
Call 753-6392.
floor: living rm., dining
cold water gravel. Fill 1974 DUO 17 Pr. v-bottom
•
rm., den, sun porch, large
and extremely rich top
FOUR
BEDROOM,
runabout. 1969 100 h. p. 1972 FLEETWOOD,24 x 60, FURNISHED
2 bath
PAINkitchen, bath. Second EXPERIENCED
ONE
unfurnished
except
for
soil. Rudell Bogard, call
43 Real Estate
home on heavily wooded,
Johnson outboard, 18
38. Pets - Supplies
TER will do interior or
floor:
bedroom
library
apartment
with
-study,
three
kitchen appliances, in753-9398.
private one acre lot, near
gallon gas tank, full top
exterior work by the hour
bedrooms, dressing rm.,
screened in porch. Prefer
cluding built-in dishUniversity
and all accessories. Call
on N. 16th.
or job. 753-8343.
bath,
couples.
large
Phone
753-6524.
attic,
FIVE
ACRE
TRACTS
near
washer _and
. garbage
Full fipi%hed aPea front
753-2329.
REGISTERED
AKC
!6. Home FurnIshings
baserrient. Four working
Chandler Park at Hamlin,
disposal, shag carpets in
basement. Fireplace,
PUPPIES. Lhasa Apsos,
HUTCHENS'
fireplaces, high ceiling, JOHN
Ky.
These
are
located
in
living-dining area and
garage and carport.
yorkshire terriers, cocker
TWIN MAPLE BEDS, box
Plumbing
and Electric
newly
remodeled,
very
an
exclusive
development
FOR RENT
master bedroom. Three
Robertson District. Many
spaniels,. miniature
springs and mattress.
Repair Service. No jobs
nice. Reasonably priced
on
Kerby
Jennings
Trail.
bedrooms,
2 baths,
extras. Mid 40's: Calt•753schnauzers,tiny white toy
Nice furnished apartLike new. Bedspreads PIANO TUNING, repair
small.
436-5642
by owner. Call 753-7980., too
Only a short distance to
central heat and air.
8115.
and rebuilding, prompt
ments for boys or girls,
poodle. Also siamese
too. $100.00. Call 436-2383.
anytime during day.
lake
and
boat
launching
Priced
reduced.
By
apservice. Rebuilt pianos
summer
and
kittens. Pet World, 121
fall
47. Motorcycles
facilities. On blacktop
pointment 753-7717. 74
semesters. Also effor sale. Ben Dyer 753Bypass.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
SELECTIONS
road. Reasonably priced. BY OWNER, chortling 3
OF
Riviera
Cts.
ficiency apts. for girls.
8911.
bedroom brick, central 1973 HONDA, 125, good
Sears seamless gutters
paneling. 4 x 8 sheets John
C.
Neubauer,
Phone 753-5865 days, or
condition. Call 7534376.
heat
installed
and
air,
per
all
vyour
$2.75 and up. Molding to
Realtor,
505
Main Street,
753-5108 after6 p.m.
12 x 60 UNFURNISHED, 2
pliances, den, dining
40. Produce
specifications. Call Larry
match
Murray,
Ky.
paneling. ORGANS USED, $295.00
Office-(
5021
bedroom, bath, living
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
up. Used practice pianos.
Bathroom vanities from
753-0101. Residence4 502) room,and large shady lot. YAMAHA 100 also 14 ft.
room and kitchen. Has
John
Boat
with
trailer.
401
10th.
N.
$26,900.
estimate.
Call
TAME
Lonardo
BLACKBERR
Piano
IES,
Company,
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
753-7531.
BEDROOM
electric furnace, includes TWO
Call 753-7576.
753-0690.
across from Post Office,
$3.50 gallon. Call 753-1862
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
DUPLEX
apartment
8000
BTU
conditioner.
HAY HAULING. Truck
air
or
753-9957.
Paris,
Tenn.
Also
The
sheets, $4.25
each.
furnished or unfurnished.
Call
THREE
753-7914.
BEDROOM
brick,
and crew furnished.
1975
YAMAHA
Antique Mall, 4th and
175 Endura.
Cabinet topping, 25 cents
Also efficiency apart3 limireem frame hems se 354
double garage detached.
Reasonable rates. Call
500
LARGE
miles.
$700.
436Call
/TAME
plums.
sq. ft. Interior latex-'whitg • Sycamore, Murray, Ky.. MOBILE
acres. WM is famed eedAdeei
ments suitable for boys.
Approx. 3 years old.
HOMEDavid Benton, 753-7699 or
on
5414.
for
Good
tmeole-OOMMeetle 1117,04.
Vittog.ielly
4024225,
-•
tatina.
-ea
-Drive.
--43v.012T.--T53
,
•
StiCraela*Ii•
preserves. Call 753-4725.
Pus psis We, peed med geed
Fiberglass Panels, 10 ANTIQUE SQUARE gr-t;ITd- -takewalir
Two lots go with it. Call
cupancy July 1. Call 753spot.
is
Nome
elembsem
trim
piano
(18621
stool.
with
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
FURNISHED
APART436-2560.
3976.
Udles emd remedy bed am
CARPENTRY
WORK.
Excellent condition. Solid
_
t.uan and Birch doors,
RED
MENT, large kitchen,-- HAVE
SKIN
Tyke
Mg.
meld
reef.
re
It
be
Remodeling
,
room
,
adrosewood.
1T74
FORD
Call
Van.
20
302
V$900.00.
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross &
living _ room-bedroom .. - Freestone peaches. $8.00
Mt AO,fel me.
THREE BEDROOM, two
WE BUY used mobile
ditions, any type Of home
753-9458.
8,
p.
s.
and
p.
b.
Excellent
Tuck Salvage Mdse.., Inc.
Bushel.
Gallirnore
Fruit
combination
. Call 753full baths, double garage, condition.
homes. Top prices paid.
improvements. Free
Call 489-2755.
litre Mere 3 Hamm brick le
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.
Stand, Hazel, I()
8175.
" well drained and landSaddle
estimates. 436-5840.
and
Spur
Trailer
milmilvisiee
epprosimelely
eke
24 Miscellaneous
Phone 587-2420.
scaped. Call 753-8107.
Sales, Paducah. Call 4424 miss free teem Nemo
34. Houses For Rent
1973 OLDS Delta 88 Ftayale.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
originally
built by
1918 or 443-8226.
NEW-HEARING
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Aid
Light gold, brown vinyl CLAYTON AND JAR VIS
WATERFRONT
cents each Bean poles, 20'' Milder fer his fuseelly. WeN leoNICE
Painting Company Leasing. You can now
top. Real nice. $3000. Call
FURNISHED LAKE front
cents each. Phone 73dumped mrd. Oweer hi
cottage, ideal year round
interior and exterior: •
lease
a hearing aid with
tremsferred. Priced he sell so
ELECTROLUX SALES
753-3897.
cottage on KY. Lake for
9818.
living. Will trade for
Commercial
and
the option to buy. See how
eell fee oppeielerert.
and service. Call Tony
rent. Rent by day or
house trailer, building lot
USED
AIR
residential. Quality work,
CONwonderful
it
is
to hear and
Montgomery,
week. Call 753-7573.
753-6760,
1975
753-3672.
THUNDERB
etc.
or,
Call
IRD,
41 Public Sales
Older Mak es Wed. neer MN.
reasonably priced. For
understand. We are DMONER, A2,500 BTU
day or night.
with noon roof, low
154 merles Mil fell besesmeel.
free estimate, call 437trying this program for Been used two summers
mileage 6,000 miles.
UNFURNISHED THREE BACK
TWO NEW LARGE three
3 bedroom, 2 Wks, 2
YARD
4790 or 43'7-4712.
sale,
July, because so many $150.00. Call evenings 435_Copper colory-aU--power.
Aregiesee,--esama
leserbedrooms, -11
bedroom homes in town.
/
2 baths,
4589.
Satu,
day,
315
July
19,
people have said, "I'm
reamerotieg.
14
Call
753-6156
or 753-9121.
formal living and dining
One eligible for tax rebate
Irvan St. Starts at 10:00 a.
reerembly alma Col ter we
afraid I can't wear a
MURRAY SINGER Sewing
rooms, family room,
by builder. Call 753-3672.
Clothing,
m.
books,
appointment.
Home
Mobile
29
M&B CONSTRUCTION
Rentals
hearing aid. I can't afford
Center,sales and service,
1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
kitchen with built-in oven,
Household items and
CO.,
landscaping,
• to buy one, or I want a
Bel-Air 'shopping _Center.
BEDROOM,
THREE
brick
sedan, small V-8, a-c, all
range and refrigerator.
Cormstry living, it,, eke 3
misc. "
packhoe work, general
trial Period." Reraeber ONE ALL electric. one gas.
Call 753-5323.
Two baths, lots of
potir& new tires. Peak
Central heat and air,
MMHG', 2 belie Mee ephauling, bush hogging,
this offer is good only for
both carpeted and on
cabinets, large family
preMemtely S wiles tree town.
condition. Call 753-1976.
Adults only $225.00 per
YARD SALE, July 18 and
plowing
and discing. Call
July and only in our Paris
private lots. Phone 492eyepiece,
19. Farm Equipment
central
limit
Mao
end
included.
room,
living
room,
dining
Utilities
month.
19 at 602 Poplar Street.
9785.
436-2540.
air and is priced to sell. Try it,
office. Call 901-642-2479 or
room and kitchen com- 1972 CHEVROLET VAN,
1626 Hamilton. Call 436Clothing, household
yogi Mho Of
come to our office at 301
CASE FARM tractor. V_
bination. Double garage
5479.
loaded. Call 753-2424 from
WILSON
items.
W. Washington, Paris, TWO BEDROOM
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
all
with electric door opener.
8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Call 753- KIRBY CARPET CARE MAL ESTATE
Tenn.
electric mobile home.
Call 436-5414.
Carpeted throughout,
5747 after 5 p. m.
733-3263
THREE BEDROOM house. THREE PARTY yard sale.
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 a
Across frees Pest Office
central heat and air. 810
Located 2 blocks from the
business, homes, and
Lots
items.
of
East 94
16'60 AMP Electric service
month. Water, garbage
Bagwell. Call for apUniversity. Available
institution.
1968
Highway
Rugs come
660 CASE combine 18.4 rice
MALIBU
to
732
junction
COUPE.
307,
pole, complete. Call 753pick up and lawn moved
pointment 753-2986 or 753early August. Call 753clean by steam cleaning.
air, steering, brakes, AMon Irvin Cobb Rd. about
and cane tires, pickup
0870.
furnished. Phone 753-2377.
3582.
44.
lots
For
Sale
6045.
Free estimates. 24 hour
FM, automatic tran°reel, header control. 402
2/
1
2 miles down. White
answering service, 500
srnission, rally wheels.
cornhead. Very good
house
green
with
carport.
_
FOX MEADOWS and
ONE ACRE lots on Pot- BY OWNER, white brick,
Maple. 753-0359.
Like new. $1275. 1972
condition. Call 753-5107. ' TWO STORY oak log barn.
TWO YEAR OLD, 3
Estates
804 S. 17th at Audubon.
Coach
mobile
tertown Highway, 6 miles
Excellent condition. Call
NOVA
COUPE.
Orange,
6
bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, 43. Real Estate
2000 square feet. Three
home parks, exclusive
from Murray and Ky.
753-0870.
cylinder, automatic
410
central heat and air.
residential area, swimbedrooms,2fill baths, den
Lake.
City
water
on
lot.
transmission
. Like new. CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
MASSEY+FERGUSON
Dishwasher,
patio, large ROBERTS REALTY
with fireplace. Many
ming pool. Families only.
436-2149.
Cat D7E, A big machine
$1975. Stacey-Fike Used
combine. Rice and cane PENTA TREATED 4 x 6
lot in desirable city neighlocated on South 12th at
closets. Two car garage,
753-3855.
Cars, phone 753-0000.
for big jobs. Ralph
tires, pickup reel, header
timbers. 10 ft. to 24 ft.
borhood. $175.00 per
Sycamore
fully landscaped, privacy
has
five GATESBOR
OUGH
control. Very good conStewert 901-498-8860.
Also 1" and 2" Penta TWO BEDROOM, 10
month. Call 753-6984.
licensed and bonded sales
hedge. All city services.
x 40,
1968 CHEVROLET pickupWOODED
lot.
By
inquiries
Serious
dition.
owner.
treated lumber and
personnel
Robertso
to serve you
n School
air conditioned, 65.00 per
long wheel base. Step RACINE DRY carpet care.
Call 753-2977.
only. Call 753-5107.
creosote poles. Murray
plus twenty years exDistrict. Call 753-8132.
month. Also private
36 For Rent Or Lease
side. Good condition.
11 gallon cleans approx.
Lumber Company.
clusive real estate exshady lot to park mobile
300 sq. ft. for $3.69.
$750.00.
Call
436-2149.
COUNTY
LOTS,
city
perience Call 753-1651 or
PRICE REDUCED to
19 FOOT LIVESTOCK
home. Call 489-2595.
TWO BEDROOM, central
Machine rental is $2.00
water. High and dry.
$15,500 on this nice 2
come by our office. We
trailor has new floor and FOR SALE - 35mm
heat and air, carpet.
per day. When finished
$3,500
to
$5,000.
50.
Sam
Campers
Electric
bedroom
like to talk REAL
rubber mats.
house near
Beseler Topcon. 50mm BEAUTIFUL 12 x SO, all
Built-in range. Call 753cleaning carpet, ready for
Harris, 753-8061, Nity
campus. Phone 753-3293.
brakes. Complete with
ESTATE.
lens and 135mm lens. Like electric mobile home. Air
8067.
immediate use. Hinrnan's
Providence
CAMP-A-R
Rd.
AMA
Sales,
removable partitions for
conditioned
and central
new. 'Call 753-6977 or
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
Coachman, Trail Star,
BY OWNER: Large house.
hauling 4 horses. 8:00 to
SPRING
contact Mike Brandon at heat and underpinned. THREE
SPECIALSMurray, Ky.
BEDROOM
Fold down, unique, Good
5:00. Call 753-3621 after
3360 Sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 3
One-third to 17 acres. 45. Farms For Sale
Ledger & Times office, Available for immediate
HOUSE in Lakeway
used trailers, /
1
2 mile east
5:00 call 753-4818.
baths, complete kitchen
John
C. Neubauer,
occupancy. Prefer
753-1918.
THREE MONTH old black
Shores. Two level with
of 68 and 641 intersection.
with micro wave oven and
Realtor. Bob Rodgers, BY OWNER, 49 acres on
couples. Call 767-4055.
female puppy. Mixed
NEW IDEA mounted two
fireplace, large lot,
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
blacktop road. 30 acres
compactor. Large den
Associate. Office 753-0101,
breed, has been wormed.
row corn picker on 400 COUNTRY HAMS. $1.75 a
garden space, garage,
527-7807.
cropland, timber, burley,
with small kitchen facility
home 753-7116.
pound. Call 436-2149.
Call
753-2591.
storage
case diesel. Very good
room,large porch
tobacco base, building
and walkout basement. 231. Want To Rent
condition. Call 753-5107.
and good view of lake. CITY CONVENIENCE 1972
COBRA
19
foot
miniWILL DO ANY and 'all
lots and a good well.
car garage plus one out
KEEP CARPET cleaning
Price $175.00 per month
motor home, 350 Chequiet country atmosphere
types of sewing, crewel,
Priced $22,500. Call 753building for storage on 1
problems
small with COUNTRY HOUSE, two to
vrolet engine, top air and
unfurnished. Call 502-43620 Sports Equipment
is yours with this 3
and embroidery in my
1849.
acre of ground. /
1
2 mile off
steam cleaners and
twelve miles out. Running
5399.
motor air, sleeps six,
bedroom brick veneer
home. Call 753-8342 until 8
blacktop, 10 minutes from
shampooers for rent at
water. Call collect 502
FOURTEEN
price
FOOT
$6,850. Call 1-442home on Sherry Lane. BY OWNER. 81 acres on
p. m.
Murray, $45,500. Call 753Marimik
Industrial 935-5679 from 8 a. m. to
5339.
fiberglass runabout 65 H.
37. Livestock - Supplies
This home has wall to
7625 after 5.30 or 753-5897
black top road. 65 acres
Supply, 753-7753.
10:30 a. m.
P. Evinrude engine. Tilt
wall carpet, electric heat,
cropland, all fenced, 3 days.
54 Free Column
trailer, 4 life jackets
WHITE FACE BULL, 9
nice size family room.
51. Services Offered
ponds, also running water
included. $725.00. Phone
CLEAN
months old. Call 436-5844
carpets COUPLE WITH 2 children
$29,900. Call Boyd-Majors
through farm. Timber, a 1502 PARKLANE DRIVE.
CUTE LAP PUPPIES. Call
767-2749 after 1:00.
professionally clean with looking for unfurnished 2
or 436-5472.
Real Estate at 753-9000 or
Beautifully landscaped 3 WILL DO ROOFING and
Large barn, modern 3
436-2575.
new portable steam or 3 bedroom duplex or
come by 105 N. 12th.
painting. Call 901-498bedroom brick home. 11
bedroom house, electric
/
2
cleaner. Rent RINSE- brick house. Call Charles
8865, 753-6743, or after 5 p. THREE MONTH OLD
heat, carpeted good well,
baths, swimming pool.
17' WOODEN BOAT with
38. Pets Supplies
N-VAC at Crass Fur- or Eileen Morello 753THE QUALIFIED perm. 753-8939.
Desirable
good cattle farm. Priced
location.
250 h. p. crisscraft infemale kitten. Grey with
niture, S. 3rd Street, 4080. Have references.
sonnel at Guy Spann
Convenient to schools and
board motor. New batat $48,500. Call 753-1849.
black stripes and four
PARADISE KENNELS Murray, Ky.
Realty are waiting to talk
shopping. Call 753-2077. CONTACT
tery, new upholstery.
white feet. Gentle and
SHOLAR
Boarding and grooming,
to you regarding your real HOUSE WITH 67 acres.
Owner leaving town.
affectionate. Call 753Brothers for all your
Pick up and delivery
SHOP NEAR or around
estate needs. Our time is
Price of $850.00 includes CUSTOM-BUILT Portable Murray. Preferably
Tractor, pickup truck, LARGE GRACIOUS home,
3535.
bulldozing, backhoe work,
service now available.
time.
your
Give
buildings for all your clean-up shop.
us
trailer. Phone 753-2253.
a
ponies, new well, will shaded
yard, ideal
two
call
or trucking needs. Phone
Call
753-4106.
Call 436or drop by the office at 901
storage needs. Also Lake 5552.
downtown location, first
divide. Call 474-9739.
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354- THREE KITTENS, 3 or 4
Sycamore Street, 753FOURTEEN
FOOT
Cottages, Boat Docks,
floor: living rm., dining
8161 after 7 p. m.
months old. Call 753-1845.
REGISTERED BASSET
7724.
patios and Greenhouses.
Fiberglass boat, motor
rm. den, sun porch, large
46. Homes For Sale
puppies,
also
two
good
Sweet corn and fresh
kitchen, bath. Second
and trailer. $450.00. Call
32 Apartments For Rent
hunting basset bitches:
vegetables for sale.
753-4064.
WANT TO be your own TWO
STORY,
foUr floor: library-stidy, three
$50.00 and $35.00. Call 753Located
on
Hicks
boss We have a grqwing
bedroom brick, 2 full bedrooms, dressing rm.,
0672 from 8 p. m. to 10 p.
FOR SALE NEW 21
Cemetery Road, one mile MURRAY MANOR - All
/
2
large
attic,
lousiness which yolf can
baths, separate dining bath,
new, all electric, one and
m.
inch Diamondback 38.
south of Cherry Corners,
purchase and realize your
room and family room in basement. Four waking
two bedroom apartments.
Call 753-8964.
off Highway 121 South.
dream. 32 flavor ice
very pleasant S. West fireplaces high ceiling,
Stove, refrigerator, and
jig Believe...
BEAUTIFUL
cream & sandwich shop
GERMAN
Murray
neighborhood. newly remodeled, very
water furnished. On
SHEPHERD puppies, and
on Chestnut St. Lots of trees, well land- nice. Reasonably priced
"We are as good as the best and better than
Duiguid Road, just off 641
Boxer puppies. All exper's Delight. For details
scaped. Call 753-5249 for by owner. Call 753-7980.
North. 753-8668.
the rest" but yzi be the judge
cellent blood lines. AKC
Boyd-Majors
contact
appointment.
REGISTERED. Call 753Come by and compare ove rh.rm you' will
Real Estate 105 N. 12thor
NEW HOME for sale in
6488.
hrther,,
call 753-8080
MODERN
TWO BEDROOM apartTHREE Gatesborough, 11
/
2 story,
bedroom in city limits, contemporary styled.
ment, furnished or unfurnishepl. Call 753-4331.
WILSON INSURANCE, full carpeted with family Four. bedrooms, three
Real Estate, sad *wen room. Plenty of closets, baths stairrntrta Th
Sandcaping
- - FURNISHED
302- South,Ath.„Street, full arage, large yard, house including-eathedral
at
APART- • -it.4the newestthi
central heat and air. Can ceiling: balcony, central
MENTS. One or two
invites you to call 753-3263
vacuum '
be seen at 1608 Parklane
bedrooms. Zimmerman
or see Ron Talenc, Loretta
PET WORLD
intercom'.
0,oltty That Will Please
Apartments South 16th
Drive. $29,900. Call 753- Qualifies for Ault.$2,000
Jobs, or 'Ronnie Pea for
612 South 9th
121 Bypass
Phone 753 5719
6984.
.credit.
Street. 753-6609.
tax
753-9208.
real estate
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